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Abstract

Banks are embracing digital money products with a combination of

enthusiasm and caution, with the emphasis on caution. A myriad of

trends is compelhng global banking to lower costs, enhance competitive

positioning and generate new sources of fee income. Digital money,

defined as money without physical form and existing entirely as

electronic bits manipulated by software, is one of the more important

technological developments challenging the global banking industry.

However, all but the very largest banks continue to reject any substantial

financial commitments to digital money products. Bankers are refusing to

invest in this "money of the future" future because:

• They see no compelling business case for digital money products due

to a lack strong demand from either customers or merchants for these

products, and a lack any effective consensus concerning the pricing of

digital money products.

• They remain highly unconvinced that digital money products will

enhance their competitive positions, as promised by vendors and the

media. They suspect that vendors are really competitors and they

dislike the commoditization of their products and services that can

result from close cooperation with vendors of digital money products

and financial transaction processing.

• They fear that electronic banking transactions are not yet secure and

they shun exposure to legal liability resulting from currently

insufficient legal or legislative guidelines for digital money.

The report provides information concerning products either offered

currently, or anticipated to be offered by banks within the next five years.

It analyzes the selection and evaluation process used by banks for digital

money products, including a determination of the decision-making

process utilized.

The report also provides detailed profiles of select digital money products,

including an examination of their individual strengths and weaknesses

from the point of view of bankers who have experience with them.
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The report examines the implementation process for digital money
products by banks, including a look at budget allocations and product

pricing strategies, problems encountered and ratings of vendors used.

The report also contains supplementary materials, including a detailed

definition of terms and more extensive data concerning various digital

money products available in the market place for use by banks.
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Introduction

A
Objectives

The objective is to assist bankers and vendors in formulating their

marketing plans according to the experience and expectations of banks

that offer digital money products as well as the perceptions of those that

do not at present offer them.

input's prior report, "The Impact of Digital Money On Banking",

analyzed the way in which digital money products were affecting the

banking industry as a whole. The current report focuses on the selection

and evaluation process used by banks for digital money products, on the

implementation process for them, and on bankers' satisfaction ratings

with the products and vendors used. The report will examine bankers'

perceptions of the strengths and weaknesses of digital money as a

category as well as their ratings of specific products according to various

criteria.

Information is presented concerning the types of vendors used, IT budget

allocations anticipated, and problems encountered.

B_

Project Scope and Definitions

This study analyzes the extent to which digital money products are being

accepted by banks and the nature of their experiences with them.

Examination of the product selection and evaluation process yields

insights into product benefits, both expected and achieved. Conclusions

and recommendations follow as guideposts for future development of

digital money products in banking.

The present report focuses primarily on the U.S. banking industry and is

based on responses from North American bankers (some Canadian banks

PB27U © 1997 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. 1
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were included). A subsequent report will focus on the European banking

industry and incorporate data derived from interviews with European

bankers. Our global industry survey provided the basis for analysis

presented in both reports.

Transaction security, credit cards and the area of EBP&P are discussed

briefly, but considered generally outside of the scope the present report.

They merit individual, in-depth examination in future studies.

"Digital money."" defined broadly as financial transactions (either retail or

institutional) in the form of encrypted computer code that are made
through "'smart cards"" (credit cards with programmable microprocessors),

the Internet, or advanced home-banking programs using a home PC. is

part of a larger trend toward electronic commerce where transactions are

completed in "virtual"" stores that accept "virtual money."" Real products

are then transferred (liopefully) to correspond to these computer-assisted

transactions. Digital money is typically used much m the same way that

cash is used, but with greater convenience and flexibility. Traditional

credit cards are t\iDically excluded for several reasons: they lack

encryption and require identity verifications each time they are used;

they must be Hnked to a bank demand-deposit account; their usage is

Hmited and insecure. Beyond that, there are many indications that the

traditional credit card is rapidly being replaced by multiple-purpose

smart cards able to function in turns as credit cards, debit cards, cash (in

several currencies), or ID-linked security cards for use in hmited-access

envu'onments.

c
Project Methodology

INPUT conducted discussions with leading banks and banking industry

executives during the process of researching this report. Secondary

Hterature was utihzed to develop a background understanding of

contemporary trends in the U.S. and global banking industry.

Interviews were conducted with over 100 banks, both m the U.S. and in

Europe in order to investigate the issues outHned above. Of these,

roughly half were North American (primarily U.S. and a few Canadian),

and half were European, primarily the U.K., France and Germany.

Interview questionnaires were tested with banks and scrutinized by

vendors that serve the banking industry.

PB27U © 1997 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. 2
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Report Structure

The report provides information concerning products either offered

currently, or anticipated to be offered by banks within the next five years.

It analyzes the selection and evaluation process used by banks for digital

money products, including a determination of the decision-making

process utilized.

The report also provides detailed profiles of select digital money products,

including an examination of their individual strengths and weaknesses

from the point of view of bankers who have experience with them.

The report examines the implementation process for digital money
products by banks, including a look at budget allocations and product

pricing strategies, problems encountered and ratings of vendors used.

The report also contains supplementary materials, including a detailed

definition of terms and more extensive data concerning various digital

money products available in the market place for use by banks.

Related Reports and Research Bulletins

- "Global Retail Electronic Banking" (October 1996) and "Global

Corporate Electronic Banking" (1996).

input's Electronic Banking Program has published two Research

Bulletins of interest to readers of the present report. They are:

- "The Impact of the Microsoft / First Data Payment Service" (August

1997)

- "Checkbook Troopers Attack Microsoft" (December 1997).

These bulletins discuss, respectively, the method of operation of the new
payment processing business and the competitive challenge of nonbanks,

such as Microsoft, to banks and their traditional vendor partners.
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Executive Summary

A
Banks Embrace Digital IVioney with Caution

A myriad of trends in the global banking industry compel them to seek

new products and technologies that promise lower costs, enhanced

competitive position and new sources of fee income. However, all but the

very largest banks continue to reject any substantial financial

commitments to digital money products. Banks are embracing digital

money products with a combination of enthusiasm and caution, with the

emphasis on caution.

Minimal Demand From Either Customers Or Merchants

According to INPUT research, despite the growing media theme that

digital money represents the "money of the future," bankers are refusing

to invest in this future because they:

• see no compelling business case for digital money products because

they recognize no strong demand from either customers or merchants

for these products; making matters worse, they lack any effective

consensus concerning the pricing of digital money products;

• suspect that many vendors of digital money products are more

competitors than partners of banks; they remain highly unconvinced

that digital money products will enhance their competitive positions,

as promised by vendors and the media, and they dislike the

commoditization of their products and services that can result from

close cooperation with vendors of digital money products and/or

financial transaction processing.

• fear that electronic banking transactions are not yet secure and shun

exposure to legal liability resulting from currently insufficient legal or

legislative guidelines for digital money.

PB27U © 1997 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. 5
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No Common Billing Model, No Protection From Unknown
Liabilities

Bankers remain deeply skeptical. They are not yet convinced that there is

sufficient consumer or institutional demand for digital money products to

justify making sizable new expenditures. Finally, bankers,

• lack, as yet, a viable billing model for digital money products,

• shun the current confusion regarding what digital money is, and what
it is not,

• remain uncertain if the transformation underway of ordinary credit

cards into multifunctional smart cards should be cheered, or

regretted.

1. Definition of Digital Money

Much of bankers' reluctance to embrace digital money products stems

from a fundamental confusion concerning what exactly they are. In the

minds of many, "digital money" remains closely associated with home
banking. For others, the term suggests varieties of stored-value "smart

cards" or electronic bill presentment and electronic bill payment (EBP&P)
options. Until there is a clear consensus concerning what digital money
is, and what it is not, vendors will have difficulty convincing bankers to

endorse new spending plans for such products and marketing

departments, in turn, will have difficulty convincing either merchants or

customers to use them.

INPUT defines "digital money" as:

• A form of money that stores value as sequences of encrypted digits in

computer code. This limited, stored value is depleted when a money
transaction is completed. Like physical currency, it is transferable

and can be used only once in any given transaction. Also like physical

currency, values of digital money are divisible into smaller units.

• Typically, digital money has no physical form. It exists entirely as

software and is created in connection with a bank deposit account

that holds ordinary currency. It is "spent" when a transaction with a

vendor who accepts the value specified redeems it from the authorized

source, usually a bank holding a local-currency demand account.

© 1997 by INPUT Reproduction Prohibited 6
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• Like a paper traveler's check, digital money exists independent of any

particular transaction, can be saved or stored, preserves anonymity

between buyer and seller, and represents a fixed value (at least

initially) in a specific currency. Also like a traveler's check, it can be

spent in place of ordinary currency in numerous, if not all, business

transactions that require the exchange of money. Because the

instrument is secure, the bearer does not require identification.

• Digital money transactions may be conducted electronically through

an Internet (or other) computer link, or by means of "smart cards"

that capture and record amounts of digital money. The values stored

on such cards can usually be replenished when linked to a bank's

demand deposit account of currency.

• If so, digital money products remain related to, but apart from home
banking and the various forms of electronic funds transfer.

Similarly, while many bankers would argue that this working definition

includes electronic bill payment and bill presentment programs, the

definition's emphasis on anonymity and independent portability of digital

money products puts them into a separate, albeit related category. Also,

EBP&P programs are sufficiently varied and important as to justify their

examination apart from the digital money products evaluated in this

report.

1. Traditional Credit Cards: A Digital Money Product?

Based on the definition above, we have excluded them. In fact, evidence

from many sources indicates that, within the next few years, the

"traditional credit card" will be replaced by 32-bit, multifunctional smart

cards that serve simultaneously as credit cards, stored-value, digital cash

cards, debit cards, identification cards to limited access environments,

and ATM cards. Additional, special applications are being devised daily.

If so, our research into stored-value, smart cards previews the outlook for

the next generation of credit cards.

© 1997 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited, 7
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B
Use of Digital Money Products, 1997-2002

Retail Market Expanding Slowly

Although Mondex and VisaCash trail the "other" category in our survey

(based on percentages of total response), they are building momentum in

banking.

• For example, even though the Mondex smart card trial underway in

Guelph, Ontario, in Canada, reached one-year goals three months

early, Exhibit 11-1 shows that it trails VisaCash and—at present—has

yet to achieve a high profile among American bankers.

• Royal Bank of Canada and Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce
aimed at 8-10,000 cardholders by February 1998 in Guelph, a

university town with a population of 100,000.

Overall, Mondex projects placing one million digital money smart cards

in consumer hands by year-end 1997 and five million by year-end 1998.

Exhibit 11-1

Banks Currently Offering Retail Digital Money Products

other retail DM products?

Visa Cash

Other prepaid smart cards

Mondex

DigiCash's 0

CyberCash

Checkfree

..... 14
li 1

1 1
1 Ill 1 liiagja-aM

8

6

.... 2

4

10
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Source: INPUT

Typically, banks are introducing digital money products in the following

order:

First, electronic bill payment and bill presentment [EBP&P] (as

extensions of home banking and corporate on-line systems).
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• Next, stored-value smart cards (as extensions of the traditional credit

card business) are introduced.

• Then "electronic purse" or "e-cash" products for small consumer

transactions follow.

• Finally, corporate applications that span EBP&P, cash management
and corporate lending complement consumer applications.

Corporate Market Expanding Even More Slowly

Exhibit II-2 shows the extent to which corporate digital money
acceptance trails retail customer acceptance. CheckFree, part of the

EBP&P segment, is the only digital money product that shows significant

headway in gaining acceptance.

Exhibit 11-2

Banks Currently Offering Corporate Digital Money Products

other Corporate DM
Products

Visa Cash

Other Prepaid

Smartcards

Mondex

Digi Cash

Check Free

0

.,y,..

1 2

Cyber Cash ^ 2

2 3 4

Percentage of Total Responses

6

Source: INPUT
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Almost Two-thirds of Banks Defer Offering Digital Money
Through 2002

Exhibit II-3 shows that more than half (61%) of banks neither offer

currently, nor plan to offer digital money products within the next five

years. A significant number (18%) of banks report plans to introduce

these products over the next 4-5 years. If their plans materialize, the

number of banks offering digital money products by 2002 will double.

While this will still leave many banks on the sidelines, such growth

suggests that—despite their caution and skepticism—the concept of

digital money will continue to gain market share.

Exhibit 11-3

Smart card Usage Intentions, 1998-2002

Do not offer

Expect to offer

Offered retail

Offered corporate

Undecided

61

18

12

^^^^^^^^^^^

10

—1—

20

—I

—

30 40 50

Percentage of Total Responses

60 70

Source: INPUT

Also significant, the "undecided" factor registered only 1%, which

suggests that many bankers (the majority, based on our survey), have

definitively rejected the concept of digital money products for the near

term:

• Based on discussions with bank executives, the majority is waiting for

a banking industry consensus to form, particularly concerning

transaction security, and merchant resistance.

PB27U © 1997 by INPUT Reproduction Prohibited. 10
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• From the point of view of geography, rural and small-town banks are

clearly waiting for large, urban banks to show the way. ,

• From an asset-size point of view, the largest national banks along

with the large, regional, money-center banks are assuming the role of

marketing pioneer.

• Under less competitive pressure, smaller banks shun the technology

investment required to offer digital money products, and they are

content to wait until customer demand builds momentum.

© 1997 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited. 11
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c
Analysis of Digital Money Product Selection and Use

Selection Skewed By Peer Pressure

Exhibit II-4 underscores the importance that bankers give to the banks

strategic plan and their assessment of their competitive positions in local,

regional and national markets as selection criteria in their decision

concerning whether or not to offer digital money products. Accordingly,

current customer demand is a less important factor than an assessment

of future competitive challenges.

Overall, few of the banks that have made the decision to offer these

products have done so with the expectation of generating any quick

revenues or profits. For this reason, banks that have not yet decided to

offer digital money products are wary of incurring implementation

expenses that cannot be expected to generate offsetting revenues any

time soon.

In contrast to the high level of vendor enthusiasm for digital money,

banks rate their advice as relatively unimportant factors among their

product selection criteria.

PB27U © 1997 by INPUT Reproduction Prohibited 12
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Exhibit 11-4

Rating Criteria For Digital Money Product Selection

Bank's stragetic plan

Current competition

Future competition

Customer demand

Vendor advice

Consultant advice

4.2

2.7

2.4

1^

2 3

4.0

3.9

3.7

A

Source: INPUT
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Exhibit 11-5

Bank Satisfaction Ratings for Digital IVIoney Products

u
o
o

VisaCash

Other smart card

Other digital money
product

Mondex

DigiCash

CyberCash

Checkfree

0 2 3 4

Average Satisfaction Rating

5

—

1

6

(Ratings: 1=very unsatisfied; 5=very satisfied) Source: INPUT

Satisfaction Levels High Despite Low Level of Acceptance

Exhibit II-5 reports relatively high levels of satisfaction among banks

that have offer digital money products. However, these levels may be

deceptive because they reflect only the minority of leader banks with

sufficient courage to make commitments despite the industry's

misgivings about these products, as outlined earlier.
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D
Profile and Evaluation of Select Digital Money Products

Today, Banks Position Digital Money at Back-End of Retail

Market

The evaluation presented in Exhibit II-6 provides details that

substantiate the general observation made earlier that CheckFree and

the EBP&T segment overall are paving the way for other digital money
products to follow. These are seen as extensions of home banking, which

banks are shifting to the Internet as fast as possible. The comments
included in Exhibit II-6 derive directly from survey results from bank

executives and reflect broad industry marketing trends.

Exhibit 11-6

Market Positioning of Retail Digital Money Products

Digital Money
Product

Retail Market Corporate Market

CheckFree Linked to Home Banking Linked to Quicken and other Internet

applications, i.e., electronic bill

presentment

Mondex &

VisaCash

Under review Targeted to small businesses

Other smart

cards

Closed environments, i.e.,

geographies or institutions

Proprietary, multipurpose cards

for colleges and universities

Purpose-specific functions, i.e., toll

roads, locked facilities,

Source: INPUT

The "closed environment" and special purpose categories have generated

the most enthusiasm among bankers because they expect students to be

the most receptive to new technology and new products. Once "educated"

in their use, students will become the core of the younger segment of

bank customers, promising both competitive advantage and cost-savings

from electronic banking applications.

Digital money products either offered currently by banks, or under

discussion, include the following, which are discussed in detail in Chapter

5. Also, appendix B provides detailed data concerning the digital money
products that are most of interest to bankers today. These include the

following:

PB27U © 1997 by INPUT. Reproduction Prohibited 1 5
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• CheckFree-- presentment service that allows consumers to both

receive and pay bills electronically through their home personal

computer. E-Bill "completes the loop," making the billing and

payment process a complete, non-paper, electronic round-trip.

Customers include 15 of the nation's largest billers and the largest

statement processor.

• Cybercash—software system permits banks to process secure Internet

payments by customers through their existing infrastructure. Vendor

offers tailored products for secure cash, credit and check transactions.

• DigiCash—a partner financial institution is used to make e-cash

transactions. Consumers open an e-cash account at the partner bank,

which enables the withdrawal of "digital tokens" that can be stored on

the hard drives of home PCs similar to ATM withdrawals. E-cash"

coins are encrypted so that transactions can be made anonymously

(just as with "real" cash). However, unlike "real" cash, e-cash

consumers must spend their digital money with merchants (or other

participating consumers) who have the same electronic wallet

software used for e-cash.

• Millicent—an innovative micro-commerce system offered by Digital

Equipment Corporation to permit millions of Internet users to buy

and sell information profitably, down to fractions of a cent. 'Millicent',

now in a pilot stage, will eliminate minimum purchase requirements

of $0.10-0.25 cents currently imposed by other electronic payment

methods.

• Mondex-- is both a digital money product and an electronic money
system. Mondex is one of the most 'cash-like' of the electronic cash

smart cards that have been introduced around the world as a more

efficient alternative to physical cash. The Mondex card is designed

for use in everyday shopping and as a future payment mechanism in a

wide variety of areas such as the Internet and 'pay-per-view' TV.

Mondex electronic cash is being developed by franchisees in 50

countries representing a potential market place of in excess of 3

billion.

• Visa Cash—Visa is the largest consumer card payment system in the

world with more than 12 milHon acceptance locations, 404 milhon

cards issued, and the world's largest network ofATM machines. In

June 1996, Visa Cash-a chip-based stored value card-was introduced

at the 1996 Olympic Summer Games in Atlanta, Georgia.
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As a result of their parent companies' close ties with banks, VisaCash,

Mondex and CheckFree have had the greatest success in creating a high

"comfort level" for their products among bankers. Despite CheckFree's

success in growing its bank network over recent years, and

management's belief that this growth will continue, Exhibit II-7

documents the extent to which bankers' enthusiasm for the product

continues to be offset by a wide range of perceived shortcomings. In

particular, note the reference to a perception that, in reality, CheckFree

is "more of a competitor than a bank asset." This fear could constitute a

permanent brake on CheckFree's growth, despite the high marks that

bankers give it, overall, for execution.
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Exhibit 11-7

Bank Perceptions of Specific Digital Money Products

Product

CheckFree

Perception

Excellent execution and banking industry experience,

but likely to increase operational costs. May be more of

a competitor than a partner.

Cybercash Experienced and functional, but lacks market

acceptance, fraud protection, or a compelling business

case.

DigiCash Limited availability, likely to increase backroom costs

and attract a limited market of low-balance customers.

Mondex Excellent pettigree based on MasterCard participation

and good technical system. However, bank costs are

high, transaction security remains unconvincing, and

market appeal is still unproven.

Other smart cards Opens valuable new market channel to students and

other groups. They can enhance proprietary bank

image, yet expenses remain high and merchants remain

wary.

Source: INPUT

INPUT research revealed a pervasive skepticism on the part of bankers

regarding digital money products, despite their recognition of potential

benefits:

• Cybercash's digital money products, "CyberCoin" and "CyberCash"

have achieved relatively good name recognition among bankers, but,

as Exhibit II-7 suggests, they remain skeptical in regard to any broad

acceptance of them by either merchants or customers. As a result,

many survey respondents insisted that they were unable to formulate

any cogent business plan that advocated offering these products.
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• Bankers' perception of DigiCash emerged from our survey with a

markedly higher level of negatives than positives. For example, while

a few respondents expressed the belief that DigiCash had the

potential to decrease paperwork, the majority insisted that it was
likely to increase paperwork. Admittedly, this may be an inaccurate

perception, but it appears to remain a barrier to wider acceptance of

the product. More significant, bankers believe that offering

DigiCash—more than other digital money product—^would swell the

number of their less desirable, low-volume and low-profit

transactions.

• Bankers beheve that Mondex, like other digital money product, still

lacks widespread merchant acceptance. Also, a significant number of

bankers have misgivings concerning the adequacy of Mondex's

transaction security. They are likely to defer important, new
commitments until these misgivings can be answered. The continued

development of secure, open standards is critical to the growth of

Mondex among banks.

• Despite bank participation in sponsorship of Visa Cash, bankers' long-

term familiarity with MasterCard and its support for Mondex,

demonstrated, strong bank interest in both "other" smart cards and

"other digital money products" reflects a continuing preference for

proprietary products. Yet, this preference is becoming increasingly

anachronistic each day as the trend toward global brands gains

momentum.

Interoperability And Global Standards

Because customers want digital money products that can be used

everywhere, interoperability and global standards have become critically

important. Banks fear that in the near future these plastic smart cards

will come to embody "the bank" in the minds of most customers. If so, any

nonbank name on the card threatens the all-important current-account

franchise and key customer relationships.

Bankers' Fears

While bankers offer various short-comings of branded digital money
products as plausible reasons for their lack of enthusiasm for them, we
beheve that the fundamental source of their reticence (or rejection) of

them is this fear of a nonbank (or vendor) threat to their critical current

account link to customers.
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E

Implementation of Digital Money Products

Budget Reticence Masks Institutional Disarray

Dollar- and budget-oriented data concerning the bank implementation of

digital money products are scarce. Either bankers are unwiUing to

divulge such information, or they lack specific numbers themselves. In

many cases, digital money products are regarded as pilot projects and

their costs are folded into larger marketing or IT budgets without

detailed breakdowns.

Exhibit 11-8 shows that a substantial number of banks that did commit to

implementing digital money products experienced serious problems with

vendors (47.1°'o at the 5 level) and with IT infi'astructure (35.3% at the 4

level). At the 4 and 3 levels, marketing issues had surprisingly high

levels of response (47°o and 23.5%. respectively). Also, organizational

problems rated a high 35. 3° o at the 4 level.

Clearly, banks are finding it difficult to position new digital money
products in relation to their existing products and they are finding their

IT resources strained. Unfortunately, vendors appear unable to solve

theii' problems in almost half of all bank implementations. This response

reinforces the pre\i.ously noted importance that bankers gave vendor

capabilities as a product selection criterion.

Exhibit 11-8

Rating of Implementation Problems Related to Digital Money
Products

5 4 3 2 1

Im p o rta n ce Ra tin g

Vendor capabilities BIT infrastructure

M arketing issues Organizational issues

(Importance rating: 5=very important: 1=unimportant) Source: INPUT
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Disarray Masks Retreat to In-house Implementation

As a further indication of their dissatisfaction with vendors, banks with

adequate IT resources reported a strong preference to implement digital

money products internally, citing the advantages of better project control

and cost-containment.

Despite problems, some bankers expressed rather positive views

concerning the long-term outlook for digital money products in banking.

Because these respondents belong to the minority that has already made
a commitment to offer digital money products, one could write off their

enthusiasm to rationalization. Yet, the tenor of their comments suggests

a genuine belief that digital money products have a bright future in

banking, even if serious obstacles to their widespread acceptance remain

over the near term.

Excerpts below from open-ended responses by survey respondents convey

a surprisingly positive view—given the numerous misgivings that

bankers had expressed concerning the near-term decision horizon.

• "Stored value cards will come into widespread use, despite questions

regarding their profitability."

• "There are opportunities, but banks must understand their costs and

how to generate revenue from digital money products."

• "Digital money is the way of the future."

• "There will be a constant struggle to find a way to integrate digital

money products in banking because digital money is not a core

banking function."

Large Gap Between Promise and Reality

As these responses to INPUT'S survey suggest, there remains a

substantially large gap between the promise and the reahty of digital

money products in banking. Nevertheless, a strong core group of early

adopters appears ready to show how problems can be overcome so that

banks that insist on waiting on a consensus solution will likely need wait

no more than a few years. If they do so, they will likely lower their risk

of imprudent spending, but increase their risk of falling sharply behind in

the competitive race.

Exhibit II- 1 shows the extent to which the banking industry suffers from

what one banker has called the "analysis-paralysis" malady. While

numerous pilot studies and preparation of many business plans are
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underway, relatively few banks have made clear commitments to digital

money products. Apart from CheckFree and VisaCash, no other

proprietary digital money product has achieved significant acceptance by

banks. The reference to "other digital money products" reflects primarily

limited-scale, proprietary smart cards introduced for use in institutional

environments, such as universities, prisons, or in local geographies.

CheckFree and VisaCash also appear to be gaining market share more
rapidly than their digital money competitors.
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Use of Digital IVIoney Products,

1997-2002

Overview

Will consumers be willing to exchange their cash for something that looks

Hke a credit card, but promises to function like cash, only with more

convenience? Or, will they be willing to make financial transactions

—

purchases, sales, and cash transfers—over the Internet with a home PC?
Or with a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA)? Are they ready to re-load

smart cards from bank accounts using a cellular telephone—while

driving—in order to pay at a fast-approaching highway toll booth?

Will bankers be willing to promote a shift in transactions from bank-

controlled tellers, installed ATMs, or established, telephone-based home-

banking programs in favor of digital, electronic transfers that promise to

reduce paper-based transactions (and related costs), but threaten

simultaneously to disintermediate the bank and/or cause a deluge of

unprofitable micropayments?

These are two of the critical questions being asked in banking today. How
they are being answered is helping to lay the foundation for the next fifty

years of industry growth. Overall, the e-commerce market—of which

electronic banking is a part-appears on target to achieve tremendous

growth over the next few years. The business-to-business segment of the

electronic market for products and services is forecast to grow to $26

billion by the year 2000, up from $6.9 billion in 1996. The Internet

segment alone is expected to rise from $80 million in 1996 to $2.5 billion

in 2000, yet remaining only a small component (9.6%) of total volume.

The largest component will likely be services (62%), with revenues rising

from $4.4 billion to $16 billion. Internet-originated commerce totaled $4.8

bilUon in 1996 and is expected to reach $111 billion in 2000.

Mondex forecasts that the North American market alone for stored-value

smart cards that use digital money will reach three million cards in 1999.
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Globally, Mondex alone expects to have produced more than five milhon

reloadable cards by year-end 1998; 21 pilot projects are underway around

the world to educate consumers and merchants in their use.

Bankers Want to Join the "Wave of the Future"...

Clearly, bankers need to find a way to participate profitably in this

growth, blunt nonbank competition aimed at disintermediating banks,

while reining in costs and assuring transaction security. Banks are

already active participants in smart card development through Mondex
(owned jointly by major banks and MasterCard) and VisaCash (owned by

the Visa International consortium w^th bank ownership).

According industry sources, European institutions have not yet warmed
to Mondex because it requires new infrastructure investments, does not

leave audit trails (which are beloved by central bankers) and it is

expensive to license. Java standards are being explored as a means of

achie\T.ng interoperability and reducing costs, but as yet Visa and

Mondex view each other with warily. Mondex claims to be global brand

AND a global technolog>\ insisting that Visa is global brand, but lacks a

global technology*. Nevertheless, no one is discounting Visa's competitive

prowess.

Digital money products fall into the following broad categories:

Electronic Cash

• Re-loadable smart cards

• Internet purchases or cash transfers effected by computer

• Wireless, encrj^Dted money transactions by telephone or other

electronic de\'ice

Electronic Checks

• Used in place of paper checks for financial transactions

effected by computer

Electi'onic Bill Presentment & Payment (EBP&P)
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• Merchants present consumers with electronic bills, either by

Internet through existing home-banking programs; consumers

pay by presenting electronic checks, thereby eliminating paper

and postage from the entire transaction. Also, business-to-

business EB&P permits significant savings in time and money
over paper-based transactions.

Electronic Payment Processing

• Banks and other financial institutions migrate their check

processing operations from magnetic-strip and optical reader

technology to an encrypted, computerized system that utilizes

digital money from point-of-sale to merchant crediting, and

finally to bank account reconciliation.

Far from representing an exotic (and dispensable) extension of a bank's

traditional product line, digital money products form the nexus of a series

of important trends that are currently affecting the banking industry.

These include the following:

• U.S. banks are undergoing a wave of consolidation that is likely to

result within the next 5-10 years in 10-12 national megacompetitors

and a 50% reduction in the total number of banks. If so, the effort to

achieve sustainable, competitive advantage and profitability in

distinctly different markets will acquire increasing importance. Part

of that advantage will hinge on management's skill in making cost-

effective investments in information technology required by

innovative products that reinforce the bank's position in relation to its

customers and blunts the challenge of nonbanks.

• In the drive to reduce costs, "virtual banks" are being formed in place

of traditional "brick and mortar" banks. These banks exist in

cyberspace and conduct all transactions by either computer or

telephone. They have no physical presence. They represent an

extreme form of next-wave banking that has no geographical limits

because they lack geographical location. Bank of Montreal has formed

"mbanx," a new, direct banking division accessible by telephone, fax,

PC, ATM, fax or mail. This new "virtual" bank charges a single $13

monthly fee that covers all banking services, which are promoted

under the slogan "Anywhere, Anytime, Anyhow." Accordingly, the

bank is open 24-hours daily, seven days a week throughout the year.
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• Home computer ownership continues to rise globallj' as hardware

prices fall dramatically and as the Internet gains acceptance.

Competition and privatization of formerly state-owmed and/or

monopolistic telecoms are dri\i.ng costs down and making digital

money transactions increasingly cheaper. Forty percent of all U.S.

households how have home computers and more than half of them is

used to manage personal finances. Forty-one percent of U.S.

households with personal computers are interested in ha\i.ng

electronic financial ser\dces tied to their bank accounts and there

were 2.5 million onhne banking households in the United States at

the end of 1996. By the year 2001. that number is expected to exceed

18 milhon.

• As banking is freed from geographical constraints and as

multipurpose, reloadable smart cards gain acceptance, banks have a

\'ital stack in maintaining control of the electronic transactions that

result in the vast quantities of proprietary data available for data

mining. Information culled from analyzing digital money transactions

will be used increasingly by banks to market profitable, investment-

related products while commoditized transactions are valued

primarily as sources of consumer information.

....But Barriers Remain

Despite these positive developments. INPUT research shows that

bankers remain deeply skeptical.

They are not yet convinced that there is sufficient consumer or

institutional demand for digital money products to justify making sizable

new expenditures. Beyond that, they are worried that they could be

exposed to serious legal habihties were they to offer these products before

new legislation is in place and/or before transaction security can be

assured. U.S. hohday sales in 1997 were expected to reach SI billion

without the benefit of the Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) software

require to assure such security that is currently being field tested.

In January 1997, Microsoft. Intuit and CheckFreejoined in proposing a

merger with Integrion Financial Network's Open Financial Exchange

(OFX) designed to pro\dde an industry standard for secure, on-line

transactions. INPUT research shows that, until these initiatives now
underw^ay prove their effectiveness and are adopted as industry

standards, only a minority of risk-taking bankers will offer digital money
products.
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Overall, bankers as a group remain unconvinced that there is a strong

business model that justifies offering digital money, even though many of

them acknowledge that it represents "money of the future." For

competitive reasons, INPUT research shows that they are monitoring

developments more and more closely in order to determine the proper

time to take action.

Making matters worse, INPUT research reveals widespread confusion

concerning how to price digital money products. Until the banking

industry agrees on a viable pricing mechanism, it will impossible either

to prepare business plans that project acceptable profits, or market

digital money products successfully to customers.

Clearly, it will take some time for these issues to be resolved and for

banks to achieve an acceptable level of comfort with digital money
products. Yet, at the same time, they risk missing the train of rapidly

accelerating e-commerce, which could put them at a substantial

competitive disadvantage.

Vendors that want to promote digital money products successfully must:

• assure banks regarding transaction security;

• propose a viable pricing poHcy;

• position themselves as partners, and not competitors to banks;

• demonstrate a high level of awareness of the banking industry,

especially in the areas of it infrastructure and marketing.

Outlook for Electronic Bill Presentment and Payment (EBP&P)

American consumers write an estimated 13 billion checks annually.

Based on an average $0.31 per electronic bill payment, the potential

market for electronic bill payment services is $4 billion annually and,

despite CheckFree's rapid expansion, the total market is has only been

penetrated about 2%. Of this market, CheckFree has an estimated 65%+
share, up from 22.5% less than two years earlier. Partner banks total

almost 300, with an estimated 150+ milUon demand deposit accounts

(checking accounts).

INPUT believes that consumer and industry acceptance of EBP&P will

Hkely follow example of credit cards and automated teller machines

(ATM), but over a truncated time frame. For example, while it required

30 years for 80% of consumers to become accustomed to using credit

cards and 20 years for 70% of consumers to use ATMs, it will likely
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require only 15, or less, for two-thirds to three-quarters of the 85 milUon

U.S. banking households to accept EBP&P in place of paper checks.

CheckFree is expected to be a primary beneficiary of this growth in

consumer acceptance.

This positive outlook is based largely on the fact that U.S. consumers

already have the hardware required to utilize EBP&P services, e.g., 100

million telephones, 35 million personal computers, and 22 million

modems. As personal digital assistants (PDAs) and "smart" telephones

with data screens become more common, consumers will gain additional

access media for electronic home banking. By the year 2000, an estimated

50-60 million households will have home PCs, which are already being

used for home finance. Also significant, estimated three-quarters of U.S.

households with telephones have expressed a wilHngness to pay an

average $10 monthly fee for electronic home banking services. Vendors

such as Microsoft, Intuit (recently acquired by CheckFree), Visa

Interactive and others compete with CheckFreeand banks for this fee-

based income stream. BT Alex Brown estimates that CheckFree

generates $48 million of incremental revenues for each one miUion

accounts that sign on for EBP&P services.

Current Level of Use By Application

There is a great discrepancy between the potential for digital money
products as suggested by various powerful trends operating within (and

on) the banking industry and the reality of today's hmited level of

penetration. Aside from the "other" category, INPUT'S survey data

projects that none of the branded digital money products will achieve

even 20% market penetration in banking until some time next year, and

then only CheckFree is likely to achieve that level.

Exhibit III-l breaks out bank digital money products by type. Overall,

fully 61% of respondents report that they do not currently offer smart

cards and 18% report that they do not intend to offer them in the

foreseeable future. Overall, the penetration of these products into the

corporate marketplace is even more hmited than in the retail

marketplace.

The corporate market is attracted primarily to the electronic bill

presentment and payment (EBP&P) segment of digital money products

and remains skeptical of other appHcations.

Banks perceive digital money products mainly as extensions of their

current home banking programs, but intended as the vanguard of an
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effort to move telephone-based retail transactions to the Internet. If

successful, there is a potential for significant cost-savings.

B
Retail Banking Applications

1. Product Pricing

Survey respondents were reluctant to provide details of their product

pricing strategy for digital money. After numerous attempts to obtain

such data, it became clear that few banks had any clearly defined pricing

strategy.

Around half preferred to charge retail customers an average $5 monthly

fee and corporate customers slightly more. See Exhibit IV- 13 in Chapter

IV for a discussion of how various pricing schemes have been

implemented by banks. Overall, evidence from many sources suggests

that banks do not expect digital money products to generate significant

revenues or profits any time soon and they remain unclear how to price

them. The monthly fee strategy seems to represent the default option,

1. e., the one most commonly used for lack of any better idea. Accordingly,

without revenues and profits to offset implementation and support costs,

bankers as a whole remain skeptical of digital money.

2. Product Marketing

As indicated earlier, banks have been attracted to digital money products

in connection with their efforts either to cut costs, or maintain

competitiveness. They generally seek to do this by moving to EBP&T
(including CheckFree), or offering smart cards. Whenever possible they

prefer proprietary cards to branded products. In particular, they favor

limited-use cards that tend to reinforce customer loyalty among restricted

populations (such as university students), in limited geographic markets

(such as identifiable communities or constituencies), or restricted usage

(such as shopping in particular environments). On the corporate side,

banks see digital money products primarily as adjuncts to existing cash

management or payment processing services.

Exhibit III-l shows "other smart cards", which includes a number of

niche market and proprietary products, to have a significant advantage

in building market share in banking, followed by the globally branded

products, Mondex, DigiCash and Cybercash show good growth at 7%,

but—in the case of the last two, off of a low market share of less than 2%.

VisaCash and CheckFree shows modest growth potential next year.

Longer term, Cybercash and DigiCash show potential for the largest
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Exhibit III-1

jumps in market share. CheckFree's may be increasingly sidelined by

growing competition from heavyweights.

Banks Offering Retail Customers Digital Money
Products, Current and Projected

other retail DM products?

Visa Cash o

Other prepaid smart cards
|

6

0)

O
3
T5
O

Mondex [ 2

DigiCash's 0

CyberCash

10

B CURRENTLY OFFERED?
^EXPECTED IN 1998?

EXPECTED BY 2002?

Checkfree 'W 10

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Percentage of Total Bank Sample

Source: INPUT

The poor showing by DigiCash reflects the fact that the vendor has

currently a link with only one bank (Mark Twain Bank in St. Louis) and

markets itself as independent from the traditional banking network.

While a few other banks express an interest in the product, most seem to

prefer either CyberCash or smart card vendors.

The "other retail" and "other smart card" categories represent bank

preference for proprietary products, as noted earher. It includes as well a

myriad of other pilot projects for new products. In general, banks are

caught in a contradiction between their desire one the one hand for

limited availabihty, proprietary digital money products and, on the other

hand, a strong aversion to any product that lacks broad appeal among
both merchants and consumers. They are attracted to VisaCash and

Mondex because of their strong brand recognition, but remain wary of

throwing their weight behind the same branded product that other,
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competitor banks in the same local markets may also be offering to

customers. .

c
Corporate Banking Applications

1. Product Pricing

As indicated previously, endemic uncertainty regarding an appropriate

product pricing strategy is braking the penetration of digital money
products into the corporate banking marketplace. At best, a banker

expects to be able to charge corporate customers "more," but how much,

and under what circumstances remains unclear. INPUT research

suggests that there is no consensus at all regarding product pricing. As a

result, revenue and profit projections remain impossible to calculate.

Evolutionary Pricing Model

Using today's model, the banking industry will likely evolve a three-

prong approach to pricing for digital money products:

• imbed some costs in a standard monthly service charge

• bundle other charges into a package of services

• impose transaction-related charges on high-volume users, particularly

corporate accounts.

2. Product Marketing

CheckFree and Visa Cash are the only digital money products poised to

achieve less than a 7% gain in retail market share during the next year.

However, according to Exhibit III-2, CheckFree is projected to double its

penetration of corporate customers by year-end 1998 and achieve 20%
penetration of the corporate banking market by 2002. Smart cards also

show strong increases, but on small bases.

In particular, the "other" card category (including proprietary brands) is

forecast to achieve in 1998 almost double the bank penetration of global

brands such as Visa Cash and Mondex by 2002. Respondents give

DigiCash virtually no share of the corporate market, either at present for

over the next five years.
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Exhibit III-2

Banks Offering Corporate Customers Digital Money Products Currently, or Projected

o
3o
o

Visa Casii

smart cards

Mondex

DigiCash

CyberCash

Checkfree
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0

CURRENTLY OFFERED?

H EXPECTED IN 1998

EXPECTED BY 2002

6 8

1 1 ! 1 1
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Proportion of Total Sample

25

Source: INPUT

Exhibit III-3 shows that half as many banks are now offering, or expect to

offer smart cards to corporate customers as compared to retail customers.

Few are undecided and the majority (61%) does not currently offer this

product. Only 18% of respondents report an intention to offer smart

cards in 1998, and these efforts will have a strong retail orientation.
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Exhibit III-3

Banks Offering Smart Cards Customers Currently, or Forecast

Do not offer

Expect to offer

Offered retail

Offered corporate

Undecided

61
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Percentage of Total Responses
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Source: INPUT

Many bankers are deeply skeptical regarding the probability of

formulating a cogent business plan for smart cards. This reflects mainly

the contradiction, or vicious circle, to which we alluded earlier. Bankers

don't want to jump on the marketing bandwagon until after the majority

of their peers have done so (so as to minimize risk) and after substantial

numbers of merchants are willing to cooperate. Yet, merchants (who

prefer cash in any case) will not be persuaded to spend money on smart

card-related hardware or services until after customers show a strong

demand for stored-value, digital money smart cards and after banks

demonstrate a capacity to facilitate secure, universal transactions.

In short, everyone wants to go after, and no one wants to be a pioneer.

The exceptions are a handful of very large, money-center banks that can

afford to conduct pilot projects and slowly build markets. Smaller banks

will wait until they have perfected a cost-effective market strategy for

digital money products, even at the risk of compromising their

competitive position.
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3. Forecast Use by Application

Exhibit III-4 corroborates this aversion to commitment in the numerous

references to a product being "under review." Retail appHcations of

digital money products are hnked, at least initially, to home banking and

corporate digital money apphcations are linked to the EBP&P function.

Also, there is strong interest in the related area of home financial

planning. Corporate customers want to link Quicken and similar

established products to newer digital money apphcations in the hope that

consumers will see them as mere extensions in concept and convenience.

Exhibit III-4

Market Positioning of Digital Money Products

Digital Money Product Retail Market

l_lllr\CU LU 1 lUI 1 Iw UdlliMII^

Corporate Market

other Internet applications,

e.g., electronic bill

presentment

Mondex Under review Targeted at small

businesses

VisaCash Under review Under review

Other DM products Interest in CyberCash

DM linked to Quicken

Interest in Exact, WireNet

and MasterMoney,

Internet-linked electronic

bill presentment &
payment (EBP&P)

Other smart cards Closed environments, e.g.,

geographies and

institutions

Proprietary, multipurpose

cards for colleges and

universities

Purpose-specific

functions, e.g., toll roads,

locked facilities such as

prisons or high-security

corporate premises

Source: INPUT

The last row of Exhibit 111-4 is highly significant because it reflects a

strong interest in the category of hmited-use, stored value cards. These

are appealing to banks because they can be offered on a proprietary basis

and build bank loyalty among attractive marketing constituencies. In the

case of students, banks perceive them as friendly to new technology,

amenable to trying innovative products, in favor of products that are

"cash-like" and promote convenient spending. Most importantly, success

in capturing the loyalty of a young market segment establishes a good

base for future deposit base and relationship growth.
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Banker survey responses highlighted in Exhibit III-5 exemphfy the three

categories of digital money product usage mentioned most frequently.

Overall, banks want to reinforce their electronic links to their corporate

customers, both to reduce costs and to enhance the value of relationship-

based services. Significantly, many bankers seem aware of potentially

successful and profitable links between electronic corporate banking and

the ability to "pass through" payment capabilities to employees through

re-loadable smart cards. For example, corporate customers with

employees that lack established banking relationships could conceivable

compensate (or reimburse) employees electronically by "loading"

company-controlled smart cards with cash values, which employees could

then spend as if they had been compensated in cash.

Exhibit III-5

Customer Use of Corporate Banking Digital Money Products

Account Access Enhanced Money Transfer Employee Use

Corporate "home banking" via the

Internet

PC- based, remote activation of

wire transfers

CyberCash, Mondex

Expanded use of CheckFreefor

small merchant accounts

BankLink for cash management
using M&l software

Proprietary smart cards

Source: INPUT

Corporate bank customers have been more reluctant to adopt digital

money products than retail customers have, and they have numerous

reasons for their position, as indicated in Exhibit III-6. Those bankers

who have already made commitments to digital money products typically

explain that they have done so based on a positive, long-term view of how
the banking industry will evolve over the next five years, or longer.

Significantly, few of the early-adopters appear to have done so with any

expectation of turning a profit from these products at any time in the

near future. This group has confidence that whatever shortcomings the

products may have at present, they will be remedied in the near future.

This confidence is based on the success that European banks have had

with them already as well as confidence in rapid technology progress

among vendors that will result in effective standards.
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Exhibit III-6

Summary Corporate Attitudes toward Digital Money

Reasons To Adopt

"Because the long-term outlook

over the next 5-10 years is

excellent, we need to establish

market positions today."

Reasons To Delay

Market acceptance by both

merchants and customers has

been slow.

Reasons To Avoid

Internet-based transactions are not

yet secure.

"Digital money products have great

appeal to those who have bad

credit ratings and / or who are

unable to obtain credit."

The "feel good" factor for bankers

is lacking. [Peace of mind is

lacking, even if without an

identifiable reason.]

Digital money products jeopardize

both bank and customer interest

income.

"European banks are showing the

potential of digital money products.

Acceptance by US banks and

customers may lag, but it will likely

eclipse success [in Europe]

eventually."

"Retail customer resistance to

digital money products varies with

geography. The merchant learning

curve is probably three years from

completion."

Digital money threatens profitable

bank floats.

"Digital money technology is

developing rapidly. Whatever

problems remain will likely be

solved soon, so delay is

unwarranted.

"

"There is no need for banks to

pioneer hsky ventures. Let the big

banks with deep pockets show the

way—and take the risks."

"Wait 50 years until the identity of

the winners is clear." [That is.

avoid risk at ail costs.]

"Even if banks can't profit from

digital money products initially,

they represent valuable marketing

initiatives."

"Embedded-chip smart cards have

great potential, but the ability of

banks to profit remains unclear."

[Some] "Banks are typically

technology followers, and digital

money is no exception."

"The best [safest and most

profitable] strategy is to use a

closed-environment, such as a

university, military base or other

restricted environment to build a

base for future market expansion."

"Digital money is likely to remain a

niche market product for some
time. Most retail customers are

slow to adopt new technology."

"Better to defer spending in the

present whenever possible."

"Students, in particular, favor new
technology. Therefore, digital

money products serve the goal of

building a high-potential, young

customer base."

"Wait until demand for digital

money hits small towns; that will

be the signal to act."

Widely accepted, common
transaction standards are still

lacking.

Source: INPUT

Among the reasons cited for delay, the most important one is a concern

about transaction security. At the same time, this weak spot in Internet-

based e-commerce has been widely recognized and progress both in

strengthening and standardizing digital money transactions is making

rapid progress. From the tenor of the reasons offered by those have

rejected digital money products, it is clear that resistance is centered
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largely in small, primarily rural banks that do not perceive themselves as

pioneers in the marketing of any product. Also, they tend to have small

IT budgets and prefer tested, proven package solutions. The reasons

offered by those bankers who have delayed a decision to adopt digital

money were best summarized by the comment regarding the lack of a

"feel good" factor, i.e., the resistance is admittedly illogical in some

respects, but potent nevertheless. Overall, smaller banks do not perceive

themselves as having the fiscal luxury required to take a leading position

in regard to either marketing or technology. In the case of digital money,

they fear that merchant resistance would doom any attempt to market

these products to retail customers.

Other Digital IVIoney Applications

1. Product Pricing

As indicated earlier, most attempts to obtain details concerning product

pricing by banks were unsuccessful. In the case of "other digital money"

products, bankers' reluctance to be forthcoming appeared to be motivated

partly by the fear of divulging proprietary information and partly from

inadequate planning.

2. Product Marketing

Bankers' responses made clear that a number of significant marketing

projects are in the process of completion and many pilot programs should

be expected to follow. Among those mentioned in Exhibit III-7, perhaps

the most important is the reference to "reconfiguring" bank ATM
machines. This will likely be done in order to service re-loadable smart

cards with stored cash values as well as to offer other services unrelated

to cards, such dispensing travel and entertainment tickets.

Similarly, existing home banking facilities are being reorganized in order

to be able to service digital money products, which are perceived as

logical extensions. For example, in addition to seeing account-related

data on a home PC, digital money products enable customers to pay bills

and make purchases through EBP&P products as well as obtain cash in

encrypted form that can be stored on a PC for use later.
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Digital IVloney Products under Review for Bank Customers

Products Expected Launch Date

Home banking, in particular migration

from telephone-based to PC-based

applications

Continuous roll-out of new programs and

new functionalities, including EPP&P

Mondex By 2002

Visa Debit card Timing uncertain

PC-linked insurance and investment

product transactions

In 1998

On-line, interactive PC banking In 1998

ATM re-configuration to accommodate
smart cards

Timing uncertain

Establish new Direct Banking centers to

serve interactive DM card and Internet

transactions

1998-2002

Source: INPUT

Product development timing is, in many cases, targeted for completion in

1998, but many projects are unlikely to be completed without extensive

planning and testing that will extend over the next 3-5 years. However,

considering that the entire phenomenon of e-commerce and Internet

usage has expanded dramatically over the previous 3-4 years, there is a

risk that events may render at least some these projects obsolete even

before they can be implemented. U.S. e-commerce sales in 1996 were

estimated conservatively at $600 million, risking to Sl-3 billion for 1997.

INPUT forecast a S6 billion on-line retail market by the year 2000 and

banks that are not positioned to ser\T.ce on-hne commerce will see

themselves disintermediated to nonbanks with digital money capabihties.

On-line, e-commerce may still represent only a small part of the total S2

triUion retailing industry, but even so the amounts forecast offer

significant profit potential that will not be ignored by agile vendors.
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I
I

Analysis of Digital Money
Product Selection and Usage

A
Product Selection Criteria

Because digital money products are not well understood by bankers

who, as a result, are uncertain how they should be marketed, analysis

of peer experiences is particularly valuable. Among that select group,

INPUT compared expected benefits with benefits achieved, the

approach used to select digital money products, and identified the

decision-maker primarily responsible for a final decision.

1. Experienced Users

As can be seen in Exhibit IV- 1, banks currently offering digital money
products report that the most important factor in their decision to do

so was the extent to which these products furthered their strategic

plan. Next came consideration of current and future competition,

followed by customer demand. External advice from consultants and

vendors proved relatively unimportant. There was no consensus

regarding a preeminent reason that motivates a decision to offer

digital money products. Generally, vendor and consultant advice have

insufficient weight to offset a negative business plan.
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Exhibit IV-1

Rating Criteria for Digital Money Product Selection

Bank's strategic plan

Cun"ent competition

Future competition

Customer demand

Vendor advice

Consultant advice

4.2

4.0

3.9

3.7

2.7

2.4

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

Source: INPUT
Scale: 1-5,: 5=very important

Both vendor and consultant advice were rated as relatively

unimportant. Nevertheless, the fact that vendor advice was awarded

a slightly higher rating than consultant advice may reflect the

premium that bankers accord vendors' hands-on product expertise.

2. Selection Approaches of Experienced Users

As indicated in Exhibit IV-2, banks' target criteria used in the

selection process for digital money products reflect bankers' risk-

averse nature. These criteria can all be summarized as aiming at a

favorable risk-reward ratio, i.e., they are willing to offer new digital

money products that have yet to prove themselves in the market

place, but only insofar as the marketing investment required to do so

is proportional. Judging by banks' emphasis on strengthening and

growing core deposits, digital money products will only be offered

when the most profitable segment of bank customers (actual or

potential) shows an interest in them. Managements are fearful that

customer enthusiasm may be hmited to the least profitable segment

and the costs of processing small transactions could easily offset or

exceed their profitability.
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Exhibit IV-2

Bank Selection Approaches Used for Digital Money Products

Bank Objectives Selection Method Target Criteria

Retain and build core

deposits and customer base

Needs assessment with core

customers

Assess customer demand for

target products

Strengthen the most

profitable customer

segments by better meeting

needs.

Strengthen market position Analysis of competitor

market positions

Determine security risks of

new product

Look for worldwide product

acceptance

Attempt to gain a competitive

advantage while maintaining

a favorable product cost-

benefit ratio and minimizing

risk.

Cost-containment RFP analysis

Determine minimum bank

investment required to

launch product

Forecast product revenue

streams

Establish a favorable cost-

benefit ratio for new digital

money products.

Assess long-term viability of

vendor

Explore new two- way cable

technology for accessing the

Internet through cable lines

Reinforce established

marketing plan

Product re-development

analysis

Determine ease of product

use by customer uses

Determine ease of

installation

Assess new channel delivery

strategies

Reduce the probability that

introduction of digital money

products would either

disappoint or conflict with

existing products.

Technical factor analysis Assess quality of technology

to be used

Assess capability versus

needs

Determine product impact on

staff resources

Avoid unanticipated costs

and problems that result from

pursuing overly complex

solutions.

Compatibility Determine compatibility with

existing IT infrastructure and

marketing program

Avoid both conflicts with the

established IT network and

the established marketing

program that depends on it.

Source: INPUT
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Also significant, Exhibit IV-2 documents misgivings about digital

money products fi'om fear that they may conflict with, or cannibahze

more profitable bank products (such as traditional credit cards).

However, independent of any decision whether to offer, or not offer,

any particular digital money product, banks are confronted with

several unavoidable trends which are causing them to re-think their

credit card strategy:

• Competition among issuers has become exceedingly intense at a

time when the market appears near saturation.

• Wliile transaction volume continues to rise, a growing proportion

of credit-card holders are paying off their outstanding balances

rather than leaving monthly debts (that banks have been servicing

at a significant profit).

• Credit card technology- is moving rapidly toward smart cards with

imbedded microchips, so that banks may find themselves

propelled into digital money without having made a conscious

decision to do so.

1. Future Users

Banks that perceive themselves to be future users of digital money
products emphasize more strongly the need for widespread product

acceptance at every level, merchant, customer and industry. Exhibit

IV- 3 provides an insight into the thinking of banks in this category.
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Selection Criteria Used By Banks That Are Not Currently

Offering Digital Money Products

Structural Criteria Marketing Criteria Industry Criteria

Assess security of

transactions

Determine extent of

merchant acceptance

Look for clear market

leader to avoid problems

Estimate cost to

implement

Look for universal

acceptance as

precondition for customer

acceptance

Conduct competitor

evaluations

Assess experience of

vendor and extent of

proven reliability

Determine extent of

transparency to customer

Estimate profitability of

proposed products

Determine ease of use Gauge customer demand
according to delivery

channel

Forecast comparative

potential to generate

revenue grovi^h based on

expected demand

Research vendors and

their pilot programs

Estimate promotional

costs

Analyze results of

customer focus groups

Source: INPUT

Several of the bank responses captured in Exhibit IV-3—whether

articulated in terms of transaction security or in terms of market

acceptance—reflect bankers' fear of litigation that could result were

they to take a pioneering position in regard to any bank product.

Numerous bankers told INPUT that they are uneasy with digital

money at present because they see no consensus concerning limits on

bank legal liability. They assume that widespread banking industry

acceptance of digital money presupposes resolution of outstanding

legal uncertainties.
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Exhibit IV-4

Overall Bank Satisfaction Ratings for Digital Money Products

Checkfree

CyberCash

DigiCash

Mondex

Other digital

money products

Other smart

cards

VisaCash

0

-r-

4

-I

5

Source: INPUT
Scale: 1-5. 5=Very satisfied

While certain digital money products being offered by banks were
rated very highly, e.g., VisiCash (5, "very satisfied"), none were rated

below the 3, "satisfied" level, which would have indicated substantive

disappointment with these products. Significantly, CheckFree and
Mondex received ratings for the lowest relative levels of satisfaction.

These ratings likely reflect bankers' perception (expressed elsewhere)

of high costs and inadequate transaction security for Mondex and
misgivings about competitive positioning for CheckFree.

The high rating accorded VisaCash reflects, in part, bankers' comfort

with their Visa credit card business. VisaCash is being marketed
primarily as a functional extension of the traditional credit card.

Despite Acceptable Satisfaction Ratings, Worries Remain

Although the overall bank satisfaction ratings reflected in Exhibit IV-

4 were acceptable, or better, for these innovative products, comments
appended to them suggest that bankers continue to have general

misgivings about digital money.

They question,

• the adequacy of their IT infrastructure to support digital money
products

PB27U
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• unclear taxation issues, and

• unresolved liability risks.

Some bankers commented on "marketplace clutter", explaining that

"These products each pull you in a different direction. You can't focus

on making any one successful. There is lots of hype to cut through and
the products work against each other."

Others survey respondents were markedly skeptical, as reflected by

the following comments:

• "I belong to several banking groups and all are skeptical of home
banking and Internet banking. Banks will be forced into these by a

small number of large-balance customers." [Meaning: I don't

understand technology and am afraid of change.]

• "There will be reduction in staff as product line increases."

[Meaning: Digital money products could cost me my job.]

• "The customer rules." [Meaning: On the one hand, customers will

propel banks into these products even if they are not ready. Or, on

the other hand, customers' lack of interest will prevent a product

launch even if banks are ready.]

• "There will be fewer transactions so efficiency will be less

important in the future." [Meaning: If these products lack broad

appeal and have low levels of usage, banks can afford to offer them

merely as a minor loss-making promotional service.]

• "No value to us." [Meaning: "We have no idea how to earn profits

from these products.]

As shown in Exhibit IV-5, almost half of all responses at the "very

important" level (45%) indicated that the CEO and IT department had

the highest level of importance in the decision making process for

digital money products. Slightly over half of respondents (55%)

reported that marketing and strategic planning departments were

"very important" to the decision whether to offer these products. At

the "four" (important) level, the combined weight of marketing and

strategic planning claimed roughly 60% of responses.

However, looking at the data from the point of view of all ratings of

the CEO, the largest number of respondents (almost half at the "2"

level) rated the CEO "unimportant." Similarly, a sizeable group of
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respondents rated the IT department as "neutral" (over 40% at the "3

level) in the decision-making process.

This discrepancy suggests that vendors who have been successful in

selling digital money products to banks won over a combination of

favorable votes, either marketing and strategic planning, or the

marketing and IT departments. The CEO offered a swing vote, but

lacked sufficient weight alone to dictate a decision.

Digital Money Decision IVIakers: Banks Currently Offering Digital

Money Products

,4

Percentage of Total Responses

CEO HFTdept Marketing Strategic planning

Source: INPUT
Scale: 1-5. 5=\/ery important

Overall, at banks that offer digital money products, the IT department

appears to have had the pivotal position, retaining the ability to veto

any decision to offer digital money products should they be judged

problematic in relation to the existing IT infrastructure.
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Exhibit IV-6 shows the levels of department influence in regard to

decision-making among banks not currently offering digital money
products. Clearly, the combined weight of the marketing and IT

departments is dominant. The CEO and strategic planning department

each play minor roles.

Vendors wanting to sell digital money products to banks that don't

already offer such products must succeed in building a coalition among
the IT and marketing departments. According to respondents, the

CEO's influence at these banks is less than at banks already offering

digital money. Also, the influence of the strategic planning department

is somewhat less important at these banks than among those that do

not offer digital money. This suggests that vendors should consider

that department a valuable "swing vote" that could be recruited when
building a coalition in favor of digital money.

Digital Money Decision-makers: Banks NOT Currently Offering

Digital Money Products
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As was the case previously, the marketing department appears in most
cases to hold the decisive card.

After having made the decision to offer digital money products,

Exhibits IV-7 and 8 show the extent to which bankers are satisfied

with the results.

Bank Satisfaction Ratings

By comparing ratings of the benefits expected from digital money
products with ratings of the benefits actually received, bankers show
the extent to which the selection process used has validity.

Discrepancies between the ratings reported in Exhibits lV-7 and IV-8

show the extent to which bankers' expectations for these products have

been fulfilled.

According to Exhibit IV-7, approximately half of all bankers rated

"transactional efficiency" and "enhanced customer convenience" as

either "important" or "very important" as expected benefits.

"Competitive position" was also rated highly, but somewhat less

important than "cost-savings."

However, analyzed from the point of view of individual factors,

"transactional efficiency" attracted the greatest amount of response at

the "3," or "neutral" level. "Enhanced customer position" and
"competitive position" ranked most heavily at the "4, or "important"

level, while "cost-savings" drew the most response at the "2," or

"unimportant" level, which corroborates bankers' uncertainty

expressed elsewhere concerning how to price digital money products.
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Importance of Expected Benefits from Digital Money Products
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For Exhibit IV-8, the chronological end-point of 1998 was used in order

to determine levels of bank satisfaction at an imputed point when
banks will have had ample period to assess the performance of digital

money products in daily operation. Therefore, the ratings indicated

reflect both actual (to date) levels of satisfaction, and anticipated levels

of satisfaction over the next 12 months based on current business.

In contrast. Exhibit IV-9 depicts the expected importance of potential

benefits projected five years ahead. Discrepancies between these two

sets of data should reveal either a positive or negative trend in regard

to bank benefits from digital money products.
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Exhibit IV-8

Potential Benefits Expected From Digital Money Products, 1998
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Bankers rated customer convenience highest, followed by cost-sa\ings

and better transaction security. At the "important" level, "transaction

efficiency" and "security" ranked equally; "better competitive position"

topping them by only few percentage points. Finally, "cost-savings"

was accorded reduced importance. Because no single factor attract

even half, or more, of total respondents, it is clear that there is no clear

consensus among bankers regarding high-priority benefits for digital

money products.

As can be seen in Exhibit I\-9, the rankings that were projected five

years ahead show a markedly different profile.

At that time (the year 2002), customer convenience as a benefit at the

"very important" level jumps from 47% to 71%. At the "important"

level, competitive position and transaction security jump more than 20

percentage points between 1998 and 2002. At the "very important."

cost-sa\T.ngs rise from 42% to 52% of respondents. In contrast, at the

"important" level, cost-sa\dngs lose some importance, dropping fi'om

21% to 14%.
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Exhibit IV-9

Potential Benefits Expected From Digital Money Products, 2002
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Bankers expect "enhanced customer convenience" to gain in

importance over the next five years, attracting responses that rise

from 47% to 72% of the total. In order to capture and clarify these

shifts in importance ratings, Exhibits IV- 10 and 11 compare criteria at

the "important" and "very important" levels during these two

chronological benchmarks, 1998 and 2002.
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Exhibit IV-10

S-Very Important: Achieved Versus Expected Benefits of

Digital Money Products, 1998-2002
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Source: INPUT

Exhibit IV-11

4- Important: Achieved Versus Expected Benefits of DM Products, 1998-2002
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The trend of decline in levels of importance over the time period indicated

for all of the benefits indicated suggests that bankers expect digital money
products to become thoroughly integrated into the overall bank product

line. Accordingly, expected benefits appear to drop to levels appropriate

for other, previously implemented products.

Exhibit IV-1

2

Z-Neutral: Achieved Versus Expected Benefits of Digital Products, 1998-2002
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Source: INPUT

At the three, or "neutral" level of importance, only cost-savings shows

a rise in importance five years hence. These values suggest that,

despite their doubts or misgivings concerning digital money products,

they expect the benefits associated with them to gain substantially in

importance over the next few years.
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Exhibit IV-13

Exhibit IV-13 may explain some of the discrepancies noted earlier.

According data presented there, the only digital money pricing

alternative that received a preponderance of 'yes" responses over "no"

was the one for "flat fees." INPUT concludes that, above all, bankers

are hoping that a solution emerges over the next few years in regard to

their pricing dilemma. At present, few bankers have been able to

implement successfully any pricing alternative beyond imposing a

monthly flat fee. However, recalling the consumer and legislative

backlash against ATM fees and (to a lesser extent) monthly charges for

low-balance, demand-deposit accounts), bankers remain wary about

the market viability of flat fees—however attractive and convenient to

bankers. They would prefer that a method develop that permits them
to embed digital money product fees into other, familiar (and accepted)

bank fees.

Digital IVIoney Pricing Policy

o
o
a
Q.
<
Ui
c
o

Average monthly price

Transaction-based

Usage-linked

Separate fees

Yes bNo
0 20 40 60 80

Percentage of Total Response

Source: INPUT
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It should come as no surprise that transaction-based fees is the

alternative that has been most soundly rejected because banks in the

process of attempting to build usage and want to avoid insofar as

possible any disincentive to make use of digital money products.

Based on banker responses to these particular questions and on other

secondary resources, there is Httle question but that pricing remains a

"black box" for banks. So long as they a have no clear, simple and
generally acceptable method for pricing digital money products, it will

be difficult to convince those who are already reluctant that these

products can generate significant profits in the near future.
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Profile and Evaluation of Digital

Money Products

Introduction

One of the difficulties faced by banks interested in selecting digital

money products to offer their customers is the large number of such

products available, and their variety. Beyond that, entrepreneurial

companies are bringing new products to market with increasing

frequency.

Yet, as the exhibits that follow document, bankers have a strong

preference for products that have already established themselves in the

banking industry and have already achieved substantial acceptance by

both customers and merchants. This demand makes it more difficult for

such vendors to launch their products and it may dampen innovation.

Banks have little choice since perhaps the most important key to the

success of any digital money product program is interoperability, i.e., the

abihty of banks and customers to accept transactions independently from

their sponsoring institution with the freedom of physical cash currency.

Linked with this freedom is also the critical need for transaction security,

which—in theory—becomes more problematic as the product is accepted

more widely.

Also, as discussed earlier, banks find themselves trapped in a marketing

dilemma. On the one hand, they want the benefits of open-system,

interoperability in order to assure customer and merchant acceptance.

One the other hand, they want the benefit of a proprietary product that

reinforces the customer relationship with, and loyalty to the bank that

undertakes the effort and risk of offering digital money products. For

example, banks like the globally recognized brand names of Visa and

Mondex, but dislike the danger that either the products of sponsor banks
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become commodities with little if any competitive advantage. They dislike

DigiCash because, at present, all transactions are processed by a single

bank; CyberCash and NetCash are less attractive to them for similar

reasons.

Broadly speaking, digital money products fall into one of several

categories:

• electronic checking

• electronic bill presentment and payment (EBP&P)

• specialized "smart cards" that come in various formats, including

stored-value, "electronic cash substitute" cards and multifunction

cards that combine the capabilities of conventional credit cards, debit

cards, stored-value cash cards, electronic identification for limited-

access facilities such as vending kiosks, schools, prisons, or other

high-security business premises.

• bank-office programs for encrypted cash transfers suitable for secure

home banking, corporate cash management and other institutional

digital money transactions.

The product profiles that follow summarize the most salient

characteristics of select products of current interest to U.S. banks.

Several others that have achieved prominence in European markets will

be examined in INPUT'S companion report on digital money and

European banks. Also, as noted earlier, traditional credit cards have

been omitted even though some broad definitions of digital money may
include them. The focus of INPUT'S survey was on innovative encrypted,

electronic, cash-substitute products for banking. In addition, as there are

few banks that do not already offer credit cards to their customers, or

that are not thoroughly familiar with them, INPUT regards their role in

electronic banking to be tangential.

More complete discussions of each of these products can be found in the

appendices that appear at the end of this report.

B
Summary Profiles of Digital Money Products Used in U.S. Banking

CheckFree—a check presentment service that allows consumers to both

receive and pay bills electronically through their home personal

computer. E-Bill "completes the loop," making the billing and payment

process a complete, nonpaper, electronic round-trip. Customers include
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15 of the nation's largest billers and the largest statement processor. Key
advantage: use of the existing ACH system for clearing transactions.

• Currently provides the back-end billing and payment processing for

Quicken users and for 12 of the 18 Integrion Financial Network

member banks.

• Processing is functional with both the GOLD message standard and

the Open Financial Exchange (OFX) standard.

• Developed OFX with Intuit and Microsoft earlier this year.

CyberCash—software system permits banks to process secure Internet

payments by customers through their existing infrastructure. Vendor

offers tailored products for secure cash, credit and check transactions.

• Primary product is "electronic wallet" software that permits

customers to make secure Internet payments to merchants by credit

card.

• Customers install free, proprietary electronic wallet software on their

PCs. A unique digital ID is generated for each customer and used to

authenticate retail purchases on the Internet. If desired, more than

one credit card can be linked to the electronic wallet. Only CyberCash

can decipher encrypted transactions at an authorized server site.

• Key feature: merchants themselves do not have access to a consumer's

credit card number. Authorized merchants present purchase

information together with encrypted credit card payment information

to a CyberCash server at a web site.

DigiCash—a partner financial institution is used to make e-cash

transactions. Consumers open an e-cash account at the partner bank,

which enables the withdrawal of "digital tokens" that can be stored on

the hard drives of home PCs similar to ATM withdrawals. E-cash" coins

are encrypted so that transactions can be made anonymously (just as

with "real" cash). However, unlike "real" cash, e-cash consumers must

spend their digital money with merchants (or other participating

consumers) who have the same electronic wallet software used for e-cash.

• Merchants redeem the encrypted coins at partner banks for payment,

but without an audit trail.
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• Operates outside of the existing bank payment system and depends

on the Internet with proprietary, enhanced security measures. At

present, all users of DigiCash must have an account relationship with

Mark Twain Bancshares in St. Louis, Missouri. Mark Twain provides

software free to merchants, but charges consumers a subscriber fee.

Mondex- is both a digital money product and an electronic money

system. Mondex is one of the most 'cash-like' of the electronic cash smart

cards that have been introduced around the world as a more efficient

alternative to physical cash. The Mondex card is designed for use in

everyday shopping and as a future payment mechanism in a wide variety

of areas such as the Internet and 'pay-per-view' TV.

• Mondex electronic cash is being developed by franchisees in 50

countries representing a potential market place of in excess of 3

billion.

• Mondex is the only electronic cash system in the world to operate with

a single global technology allowing for cross-country payments. Based

on an announced commitment to migrate its cardholder base from

magnetic stripe to chip, majority-owner MasterCard expects to play a

major role in bringing credit, debit and Mondex electronic cash

together on a single smart card. It allows up to five different

currencies to be carried on the card at any one time in separate

electronic pockets.

• Mondex is currently being used in 21 implementations around the

world including Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, New Zealand,

Philippines, UK and USA.

• By the end of 1997, London-based Mondex International expects to

have produced more than one million reloadable Mondex cards, rising

to five million reloadable cards by the end of 1998.

• Participating banks issue Mondex digital money as a form of national

currency into customer accounts. Participating merchants, individuals

and financial institutions enact electronic money transactions in

digital form just as they would transactions in national currency.

• Mondex electronic cash smart cards are being introduced around the

world as a more efficient alternative to physical cash for use in

everyday shopping and as a future payment mechanism in a wide

variety of areas such as the internet and 'pay-per-view' TV.
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Visa Cash—Visa is the largest consumer card payment system in the

world with more than 12 million acceptance locations, 404 million cards

issued, and the world's largest network ofATM machines. In June 1996,

Visa Cash--a chip-based stored value card--was introduced at the 1996

Olympic Summer Games in Atlanta, Georgia.

• Offers an alternative payment method for traditional small ticket

cash transactions. The card contains a microprocessor with an

"electronic purse" that stores actual cash value. Each time the card is

used for a purchase the dollar amount is automatically deducted from

the chip. The "smart card" microprocessor technology that the card

utihzes permits consumers to reload monetary value onto the card at

ATMs, Card Dispensing Machine (CDM) locations, and screen phones.

Visa Cash Cards can be used as payment for fast food, vending

machines, parking meters, pubhc transportation, gasoline,

convenience stores, as well as a host of other small purchase

applications. It is accepted at any location displaying the Visa Cash

logo.

• Future appHcations that will utilize smart card technology include

home banking, electronic ticketing, electronic loyalty and coupon

programs. Important trials programs of the Visa Cash smart card are

underway in New York, Toronto, Vancouver and the Canadian

province of Quebec. In New York, Mondex and major banks are

cooperating to determine the full extent of consumer and merchant

acceptance of smart card technology.

• As a result of their parent companies' close ties with banks, VisaCash,

Mondex and CheckFree have had the greatest success in creating a

high "comfort level" for their products among bankers. Exhibits that

follow show in detail how this has been accomplished. At the same

time, bankers' comments about the strengths and weaknesses of

individual products demonstrate the extent to which vendors have

succeeded in communicating a clear perception of product benefits.

Again, as can be seen in the following exhibits, VisaCash and Mondex
have been the most successful. CheckFree's partnership with

Integrion, the banking consortium, gives it a high level of

respectability and confidence among bankers.

Despite CheckFree's success in growing its bank network over recent

years, and management's belief that this growth will continue. Exhibit V-

I documents the extent to which bankers' enthusiasm for the product

continues to be offset by a wide range of perceived shortcomings. In

particular, note the reference to a perception that, in reality, CheckFree

is "more of a competitor than a bank asset." This fear could constitute a
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permanent brake on CheckFree's growth, despite the high marks that

bankers give it, overall, for execution. Exhibit V-1 summarizes the

strengths and weaknesses of CheckFree according to INPUT'S survey

respondents.
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1. CheckFree

Exhibit V-1

Bank Perceptions of Specific Digital IVIoney Products: CheckFree

Strengths

"Expertise in market"

Weaknesses

"Lack of compelling business case"

"Track record and experience" "Would increase backroom operation cost with

"Represents "the next logical step for our bank""
minimal offsetting potential income"

"Accepts third-party responsibility on contracts"
"Paper check volume likely to continue to rise in

any case"

"Sometimes specialized requirements cannot be
"pprci lociv/p ahlp tn t^ilk npnnip into \A/nrkinn uv/ith

them"
"Too much manpower wasted in installation and

Access to Quicken operation"

Customer convenience "Limits to operational ability"

Contribution to cost-reduction efforts "Very proprietary about business
"

Range of product offerings "In truth, more of a competitor than a bank asset"

"Wide market acceptance and aggressive selling "Tend to turn banks into commodities"

tactics"
"Too complex for average person & customer

Bill payment and on-line banking products acceptance is limited"

Broad range of programs offered to banks "Security issues and perception of inadequate

security by customers"

"Service deficiencies & continued customer

preference for paper checks over EBP&P"

Source: INPUT

While CheckFree falls primarily in the "electronic bill payment" category

of digital money products. As such, bankers perceive it as much less

"exotic" (or risky) than products that fall in other categories. However,

the company has been trying to position itself as a broadly based provider

of range of electronic banking products that target increased convenience,

efficiency and low-cost.

Clearly, the most serious weaknesses noted by bankers were "service

deficiencies" and "turns banks into commodities" because these run

completely counter to the primarj^ benefits that banks seek from any

digital money product.

In contrast to banks' familiarity and comfort with CheckFree, according

to responses summarized in Exhibit V-2 which follows, CyberCash is

perceived as lacking in banking industry experience, adequate customer

acceptance, or sufficiently robust transaction security. (Note the apparent
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contradiction: survey respondents credited CyberCash with having good,

secure Internet payment protocols, but lacking in fraud protection, i.e.,

user verification.)

These are serious drawbacks, only partially offset by the strengths noted

that include convenience, availability and experience in Internet-based

commerce.

2. CyberCash

Exhibit V-2

Bank Perceptions of Specific Digital Money Products: CyberCash

Strengths

Convenience

Weaknesses

Limited availability

Good system- software based product Lack of any compelling business case

Availability Potential to increase backroom operation

Potential to reduce paper
costs with minimal potential income as

an offset

Secured Internet payment protocols
"Check volume likely to continue to rise

Customer Service in any case"

Functionality "Merchants are still not on board"

"First in market in regard to building Lack of knowledge of banking

alliances with merchants"
Fraud protection inadequate

Experienced with Internet, albeit

Internet still appeals to only a small
Limited acceptance by customers

group of customers Merchants choices for customers are too

limited

Lack of customer or merchant familiarity

with product

Source: INPUT

The comment included above in regard to CyberCash, i.e.. that paper

check volume would likely continue increase whether or not banks offer

digital money-based electronic payment options may represent the key

element of many bankers' behef that digital money products as a whole

lack a compelling business case.

If so, the belief affects bankers' acceptance of DigiCash even more. In

addition, as a quick perusal of Exhibit V-3 shows, bankers were hard-

pressed to find any strengths at all to offer in regard to DigiCash, which

they appear to regard as lacking any broad appeal to the banking

industry. Worse, they note not merely a lack of product acceptance by

merchants, but an active product resistance on their part.
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3. DigiCash

Bank Perceptions of Specific Digital Money Products: DigiCash

Strengths Weaknesses

l-IIIMlcU oValldUIIILy

Market expertise Lack of any compelling business case for

Potential to reduce paperwork
the product

Potential to increase backroom operation

costs with minimal offsetting income

Paper check volume likely to continue to

rise

Sometimes specialized requirements

cannot be met

Resistance by merchants

Anti-fraud provisions inadequate

Likely to attract a limited market of low-

balance customers

Source: INPUT

While some respondents credited DigiCash with the potential to reduce

back office paperwork, others feared that it could increase paperwork.

Based on respondents to INPUT'S survey as well as secondary sources, it

is clear that DigiCash can only survive and grow if it finds a way to

broaden its appeal to bankers and address their continuing concerns.

In contrast to DigiCash, Exhibit V-4 shows persuasively that Mondex has

already achieved a significant level of acceptance by bankers, who were

able to note numerous examples of product strengths, of which the most

significant is clearly the MasterCard connection. In contrast, the

weaknesses noted appear to be largely generic and, insofar as they apply

to Mondex specifically, amenable to remediation. Some comments, such

as the one regarding customer preference for cash, reflect current habits,

but will probably diminish in importance as digital money in general

comes into wider use.
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Despite the benefit of Mondex's connection with MasterCard, some

bankers continue to have misgivings about the product's security

protocols. In this regard, other digital money products appear to have an

advantage at present. However, like most other "weaknesses" included

in Exhibit V-4, the rapid trend toward industry-wide security protocols

should make this concern obsolete in the near future.

4. Mondex

Bank Perceptions of Specific Digital Money Products: Mondex
Strengths Weaknesses

"Winning combination of terminal

support, market acceptance and

bank backing"

MasterCard participation

Convenience

Ability to effect low-cost transactions

Suitability for small purchases

Security and open standard

Internet link for payment transactions

Contribution to reducing paperwork

Opening an additional market

channel

"Technology may be outdated when
there is wider acceptance and more
players involved"

"Limited availability of spending

options"

"Need to have "blind faith" in Mondex
security measures"

Usage is expensive

"Pervasive cash spending habits"

"Ability to expand in the U.S. more
limited than in the rest of the world"

Inability to achieve broad merchant

acceptance

Limited market of low balance

customers

Source: INPUT

The "other smart cards" category captured in Exhibit V-5 includes a

range of products that are similar to Mondex. These appeal to bankers

primarily as answer to the claim that branded products such as VisiCash

and Mondex achieve their wide customer acceptance at the expense of

banks, which become commodity sponsors. In contrast, the "other smart

card" category offers banks an opportunity to gain some competitive

advantage through proprietary exclusivity. For example, some banks
have sponsored proprietary smart cards that can be used in limited

geographies with good merchant acceptance, or in limited-access

environments such as universities.
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5. VisaCash

Bank Perceptions of Specific Digital Money Products: VisaCash

Strengths

Relationship with Visa International

Established product image makes
cross-selling new functionality easier

Merchant acceptance likely to grow

faster due to Visa credit card

connection

Growing cooperation with Mondex,

resulting in joint efforts to grow

merchant network and consumer
acceptance

Marketing advantage resulting from

ability to bundle Visa credit and smart

cards

International Visa network of

participating banks

Weaknesses

Small merchant base limits customer

acceptance

Customers' lack of familiarity with

product

Cost of merchant terminals and bank

processing software

Difficulty of pricing smart cards based on

actual costs

Remaining obstacles to interoperability

resulting from proprietary processing

systems

Security and liability exposure

Source: INPUT

As Exhibit V-5 documents, bankers want to like VisaCash because of its

impeccable credentials, e.g., its relationship to the Visa International

credit card network, with which banks are thorougly familiar. This

background creates a strong foundation on which VisaCash should be

able to make rapid advances in bank marketshare.

However, despite these natural advantages, VisaCash suffers from many
of the same negatives that affect other smart cards, such as hmited

merchant and customer acceptance, perceived high start-up costs, and
uncertainty concerning how to price the product. In addition, it shares

with these other products some issues related to transaction security.
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While bankers applaud the growing cooperation between Mondex and
VisaCash, questions remain concerning to what extent these two

products are interoperable. Unless banks can process these two smart

cards (and potentially others) seamlessly, they will resist all of them on

the grounds that separate processing requirements would be

unacceptably costly and burdensome—in addition to creating serious

barriers to merchant and customer acceptance.

6. Other Smart Cards

Exhibit V-6

Bank Perceptions of Specific Digital Money Products: Other

Smart Cards

Strengths

Convenience

"Significant customer relationships with

vendors (and they are making money)"

Large number of usable spending

locations and high levels of promotion"

Lov\/ cost

Money transferability

Worldwide acceptance

Suitability for small purchases

Represents the "money of the future

Appealing to students who often lack

cash for small purchases

Transaction safety and consumer
security

Availability of customer service

Strong product image

"Opens another market channel"

Excellent functionality

Consumer travel and spending

rendered easier

Weaknesses

Unfamiliarity and limited acceptance

depresses usage

"Availability of ATM negates need for

Smart Cards-can access money at

ATM"

"Product did poorly at Atlanta Olympics &
expenses remain unacceptably high"

Limited availability of participating

merchants

Inadequate business case

Insufficient security provisions

"No separate line of cards and they are

attached to other accounts"

"Expensive cash and coin hard to

replace"

"Minimal experience of vendors

promotes mistakes"

Student environment "abuses" cards by

using them 15-20 times a day, putting

too much stress on the magnetic strip

—

which is costly to replace.

Fraud potential remains high

Attracts a limited market of low balance

customers

Source: INPUT

As was the case in previous exhibits, survey respondents in Exhibit V-5

both praised and blamed smart cards on the issue of transaction security.
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Also, reponses demonstrated an inherent contradiction: bankers' desire

for a proprietary product that, at the same time, belongs to a broad

product line with wide public and industry acceptance.

7. Other Digital Money Products

Bank Perceptions of Digital Money Products:

Other Digital Money Products

Strengths Weaknesses

"High number of usable transaction

locations"

"Acceptable level of promotional costs"

Low usage cost

Ability to transfer funds

Ability to adjust transaction limits

"Worldwide acceptance"

"Perfect product for college environment"

Inadequate security

No separate line of cards they are

attached to other accounts

Lack of standards for cards

"Extremely expensive with lack of visible

return"

Source INPUT

Among category strengths, convenience and flexibility are the most

important. However, Exhibit V-6 shows another apparent contradiction:

low usage cost as a strength and high set-up expense (that erodes

profitability). The likely truth of the matter is that, while these products do

require significant implementation expenditures, promotional and

maintenance costs are minimal. Also, low customer usage costs benefit

quick expansion of the merchant network. However, as long as banks are

uncertain how to price digital money products, profitability on all such

products will remain an issue, not only smart cards.
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Implementation of Digital Money
Products

A
Introduction

1. No Consensus on Efficiency Issue

Wliat is most striking about bankers' survey responses presented in

Exhibit VI- 1 is the lack of any consensus on the issue of whether or not

digital money products promote increased bank efficiency (and, by

extension, profits). Discussions that follow on the topic of product pricing

reveal widespread confusion. Worse, this lack of consensus on efficiency

or pricing undermines bank interest in offering digital money products.

This is true even though lack of profit potential results, not from the

products themselves, or even the willingness of customers to pay, but

rather from bankers' uncertainty concerning which approach to take.

"Efficiency" may be the most critical element of the profitability chain. So

long as bankers lack an accepted means of determining the extent to

which digital money products promote operational efficiency, they will

also lack a way of agreeing on an appropriate pricing strateg\\ With an

established pricing strategy, it is impossible to determine the impact of

these products on bank profitabihty. Therefore, to dismiss the products

—

as many banks have—because they have no profit potential begs the

question and merely demonstrates circular reasoning.

In general, there is widespread agreement that "getting more done with

fewer resources" expresses the heart of the efficiency conundrum, but the

details are onerous. Survey responses reflected in Exhibit VI- 1 reveal

that many banks have even abandoned the attempt to measure efficiency.

Also, it is worth noting that banker responses in Exhibit \T-1, as is the

case elsewhere, demonstrate their continuing love/hate relationship to

paper check processing. On the one hand, they dislike the expense
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involved in processing paper checks and profess to want to reduce check

volume. On the other hand, they remain deeply suspicious of any

attempt either to reduce or outsource check processing from a fear that

paper check transactions provide banks with critical data that can be

"mined" or evaluated in order to identify prospects for profitable bank

investment-oriented products. Vendors of digital money products

confront a series of contradictions. Insofar as these products feature

secure, anonymous transactions similar to those that use physical cash

(which makes them appealing to customers), banks that process

electronic digital money transactions may be disintermediating

themselves from valuable data. Why valuable? Because it could become

available exclusively either to the digital money product vendor, or the

outsourcing vendor.

The key to breaking this impasse is to accustom bankers to the concept

that electronic checks and other digital money products can be no less

secure or valuable as sources of data than paper checks, depending on the

nature of the application implementation. To date, as shown in Exhibit

VI- 1, only a handful of banks take the straightforward position that

efficiency should be measured in terms of the extent to which electronic

checks reduce the volume of paper check processing.
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Exhibit VI-1

Measurement of Efficiency Gains from Digital Money Products

• "According to a transaction formula and cost drop per transaction"

• "We won't attempt to measure efficiency gains at present"

• "The industry is straining on the question of efficiency since there is no reduction in check
processing"

• "We can measure in terms of manpower reductions"

• "We track what we can" •

'

• "No system in place"

• "Measured according to the extent to which digital money products lower the amount of

bank labor while raising customer transactions"

• "We measure the number of transactions and usage per individual"

• "Efficiency monitored in terms of account generation for the bank and the creation of

incremental core accounts"

• "No efficiency gains yet seen"

• "Measured based on getting more done with fewer resources"

• "That is a good question and we will have to find a way"

• "Measured according to the path of transactions"

• "Not able to measure accurately, but monitoring will be important in the future"

• "Efficiency is measured by tracking teller headcount reduction"

• "We would measure efficiency according to the ratio of electronic vs. paper check
transactions"

• "Measured according to reduced infrastructure cost"

Source: INPUT

Similar to the difficulty of measuring efficiency, Exhibit VI-2 reveals a

surprising level of confusion regarding transaction efficiency. Bankers

often find fault with vendors of digital money products on account of

inadequate provisions for transaction security. Yet, when asked how they

determine minimum levels of transaction security, they have no clear

answer. Responses ranged from the trenchant remark that "there is no

minimum" because transactions are either secure, or they are not, to the

cryptic comment "that information is proprietary." (For more detailed

background on the issue of transaction security in regard to digital money
products, see Chapter VII, Appendices.)

At present, most bankers report the "minimum levels", if applicable, are

determined according to the number of successfully completed

transactions, or the number of known cases of fraud or lost transactions.

However, no one specified any numbers that could be used as

benchmarks for establishing any minimum level.

If so, the charge that many digital money products have inadequate

security protocols seems to be a red herring because few, if any, banks

have established any line between "adequate" and "inadequate."
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Exhibit VI-2

Determining A Minimum Level of Transaction Security

• "No comment"

• "Can't yet determine minimal acceptable transaction security"

• "We have to wait and see-- we have not yet looked into this"

• "We do it up front- there are always watchdogs on electronic services"

• "Can't measure secunty directly"

• "Issue authorizations to only one person-encourage pin# changes from mailed pin#"

• "Cards have digital pictures and they must be reloadable on-line"

• "You can't determine minimal transaction secunty"

• "That Information is prophetary"

• "Either a transaction is secure, or it isn't secure-there are no minimums"

• "I have no idea"

• "Security is measured according to the number of cases of fraud and lost transactions"

• "Determined by tracking transactions and the percentage of customer transactions that

are completed accurately"

• "Don't know yet"

Source: INPUT

When asked to comment overall concerning the impact of digital money
products on bank costs, efficiency and transaction security, bankers

offered the following comments, some of which revealed more than was
intended:

• "Implementation is too close in time for any change to have an effect

on overall bank operations."

• "No matter what new product is offered, check volume cannot be

reduced. Also, no matter what we offer someone else will offer the

same product a short time later, since nothing is out there that can

grab a customer base and keep it."

• "We can save long term on system cost with personnel reduction; in 3

- 4 years system will pay for itself."

• "There are bells out there that monitor services."

• "During the first 2 - 3 years we don't expect to make money."

2. Digital Money Pricing Strategies

When pressed for details concerning digital money product pricing

strategies, few banks were able or willing to provide more than general

comments. Yet, these few did offer useful insights:
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• "We award points are issued for all steps that move away from teller

transactions the points can be used toward better rates on CD's, or for

catalog items. Points are gained moving from teller to ATM, then to

digital money and home banking."

• "Merchants pay the fees."

3. Corporate Customers

Corporate chents were handled with alternative strategies, including:

• "We charge for bill payment service. We charge transaction based fee

for excessive usage."

• "We apply 'Relationship pricing' (i.e., an assessment of the overall

profitability of the customer's business with the bank)."

• "A flat fee covers certain amount of usage. A usage fee is used when
the monthly allotment is exceeded."

In general, retail and corporate customers are charged similarly for

digital money products, however, bankers did note the following

distinctions:

• "Retail will be flat rate based on balance, but corporate customers

would pay more."

• "Charges will be based on transactions."

• "Customers are charged from $4.95-9.95 per month, with corporate

customers paying more."

• "Different criteria will be used because the demand level is different,"

• "Yes, we will charge fees, but they have not yet been determined."

• "Basically the same pricing scheme is applied to retail and corporate

customers, except that the values are higher for corporate customers."
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B
Bankers Rate Digital Money Product Vendors

Exhibit VI-3 reflects the ratings provided by bankers of the digital money
product vendors that were used by their banks on a 1-5 scale, 5=very

competent, l=very unsatisfactory. Because actual responses provided

varied between 1-3 only, the bottom two categories were omitted from the

chart. Also, it is important to note that the following ratings reflect only

the responses that were actually provided. For example, while DigiCash

shows a relatively high satisfaction rating, the actual number of banks

offering the product is very small.

Similarly, while CheckFree recorded a high level of customer satisfaction

as a vendor from among bankers and has achieved a relatively high level

of acceptance by banks, bankers as individuals also expressed elsewhere

numerous perceived shortcomings of the product.

Exhibit VI-3

Satisfaction Rating for Digital Money Product Vendors
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1. Digital Money Implementation Experiences: In-house, or

Outsourced?

\^^len asked whether they had implemented digital money products by

using internal IT resources, or external vendors, bankers pro\T.ded

numerous explanatory comments, including the following:

• In house resources were used;

• Both are used;

• External vendors were used;

• Both in-house and external IT resources were used;

• In house staff was used with some vendor assistance.

The "in-house" alternative was cited by all but three respondents. A
minority indicated that both in-house and external resources were used

for product implementation. Specifically, a few respondents noted that

Schlumberger & Diebold had been used. Among the reasons cited for this

decision use primarily in-house IT staff for the implementation of digital

money products were:

• More cost efficient; IT had prior experience.

• Decision dictated by the long-term strategy- of the bank.

• In-house offers "best shot" at losing the least money.

• In-house implementation promotes optimal product quahty and

market demand.

• Used external vendors because of their expertise and unbiased

approach.

• Choice dictated by system design.

• Amount of volume and desire for cost-effectiveness dictated decision.

• Desire to balance internal IT resources with external expertise.

• In-house implementation was cheaper.
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• Decision was dictated by internal knowledge of systems and

operations as well as our relationships with our customers.

• We had sufficient staff to do it.

• Security and in-house skills were sufficient.

• We have a fully staffed MIS division.

• Implemented internally for reasons of security and ease of making
future changes.

• Despite having an in-house staff, outsourcing was considered the best

way to go.

>

• Lack of in house knowledge

• Prior experience with vendor used.

• Wanted the advantage of project control and independence from

outside vendors.

• No vendor was available when we implemented

Clearly, the decision to use external vendors for product implementation

was motivated primarily by a desire for flexibility in allocation of internal

resources and cost-savings. Additional comments on reasons behind this

decision included:

• "Will partner with other vendors & third-parties (outsourcers) in the

future."

• "85% of work done in-house, 15% by an outside vendor."

• "We built our own backend."

• "All software is developed in house."

2. Implementation Problems Experienced

Bankers cited a range of problems encountered during the product

implementation process, including the following:

• Need for customer education;
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• Regulatory issues;

• Excessive personnel required to operate;

• Vendor inflexibility;

• Time-frame and need-basis in relation to customer demand;

• 24-hour, 7-day per week maintenance requirements of system.

Products have a heavy usage load that requires constant monitoring;

• Increased transaction load and new product implementation always

cause problems.

• Systems integration caused problems.

• Problems encountered were not serious.

When prompted for the names of specific digital money vendors used,

bankers cited Schlumberger, Diebold, Checkfree, Microsoft Money, and

Quicken. Their comments on vendors included the following:

"We will need someone with banking expertise that can make sure

functionality can be expanded."

"We will try to obtain services from firms that keep up with

regulatory issues."

"Vendors try to make it seem easier then it is."

When asked to comment on monies or levels of manpower expended,

responses provided no trends, ranging from $100,000 to $10-15 million

obviously depending on size of institution.

According to responses reflected in Exhibit VI-4, bankers faulted vendors

most frequently on the issues of cost and timeliness. They were most

satisfied (at the 4 and five level) with quality of work performed.
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Satisfaction Rating of Vendors Used
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3. Problems Encountered With Vendors

In contrast to their reticence to provide budget numbers, bankers were

quite candid when asked how they resolved problems encountered with

vendors. Responses given included:

• "Direct discussions with the vendors."

• "We made it clear that, if there was a problem, the vendor could and

would be replaced."

• "All problems were resolved in house as they were uncovered due to

customer complaints and internal testing."

• "We are still looking for a suitable answer."

4. Amounts Expended and Forecast to Implement Digital Money
Products

When pressed for details concerning IT budgets for digital money
products, bankers provided few comments. At the least, the following

anecdotal responses offer a glimpse of the magnitudes of money involved.
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When asked how much the bank had spent on digital money to date,

answers included:

• $700,000-$ 1.2 million

• $10-15 million

Other amounts cited were: $500,000. $100,000, $250,000, $100,000. When
asked how much the bank forecast for expenditure in 1998, amounts cited

ranged widely and included:

• $500,000-$700,000

• An additional 30%

• $1 million

• $25,000

• $200,000

• $3-5 million

Regarding the period 1999-2002, bankers again offered a wide range of

numbers:

• An additional 30 - 40%

• $3-5 million

• $75,000

• $800,000.

Possibly due to the small amounts noted, one respondent said simply,

"Cost has not been an issue to date." WTien pressed for a comment
regarding a breakdown by category of the amounts forecast to be spent in

the period 1999-2002, percentage-of-total figures cited included the

following, which at the least provide an impression of the trend for future

expenditures:

• Consultants: 3%, 10%

• Application software: 20%, 30%, 100%
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• Computer systems: 5%

• Other hardware: 5%

• Communications network: 20%

One explanatory comment offered was likely representative of many
others: "Year 200 conversion and the fact that we are in an acquisition

mode have been a higher priority for our resources and will be through

year-end 1998." (Those that are not in an "acquisition mode" are probably

in a "to-be-acquired" mode and are similarly preoccupied.)

Regarding expectations concerning types of new digital money products

to be offered over the next five years, bankers offered the following:

• "I see banks going more to CyberCash."

• "Electronic Checks"

• "I see check clearing going digital."

• "Eventually a single card that controls everything."

• "Smart card, PC Internet based digital purses."

• "Debit cards will have more value if we can find how to do more with

them than with stored value cards. But banks are unlikely to be

sufficiently creative to do more than the basic payment functions."

• "Optical cards."

• "Not much will happen unless vendors find a (genuine) benefit to

customers. Only SET protocol will grow and bump against

CyberCash."

As was the case previously, while bankers express frequently a

reluctance to spend the money required to implement and offer digital

money products, they have few benchmarks for determining the line

between appropriate and unacceptable levels of expenditures. As

indicated above, anecdotal data concerning specific budget numbers are

insufficient to permit any accurate generalizations. However, it appears

that bankers expect the great majority of forecast expenditures over the

period 1998-2002 to be allocated to software applications with little

earmarked for either consultants or hardware.
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Appendices

A
Survey Questionnaire

A. Use of Digital Money Products

1. \Miich of the following digital money products are either being offered currently

to retail customers, or is expected to be offered, in the 1998-2002 period?

Product

CheckFree

Currently

Offered?

Expected In

1998?
Expected By

2002?
Comments

Cybercash

DigiCash's

"e-cash"

Mondex

Other prepaid

smart cards

Visa Cash

Other retail DM
products?
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2. Have any products been considered and rejected?

Which of these DM products is either being offered currently to corporate

customers, or is expected to be offered in the period 1998-2002?

3. Which of these DM products is either being offered currently to corporate

customers, or is expected to be offered in the period 1998-2002?

4. Which are actively under review?

[For respondents whose hanks are currently offering DM products, continue
with questions in Set A; for respondents whose banks are NOT currently

offering DMproducts, continue with questions in Set B.J
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Banks not currently offering DM products

In your opinion, what is the overall outlook for digital money products in

banking?

What new digital money products do you foresee?

Do you have any additional comments regarding digital money products?

Evaluation and Selection ofDM Products

Please evaluate the potential strengths and weaknesses of each of the following

digital money products.

a. CHECKFREE

strengths:

weaknesses:

b. CYBERCASH

strengths:

weaknesses:

c. DIGICASH'S "E-CASH"

strengths:

weaknesses:

d. MONDEX
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strengths:

weaknesses:

e. OTHER PREPAID SMART CARDS

strengths:

weaknesses:

f. OTHER DM [SPECIFY ]

strengths:

weaknesses:

g. VISACASH

strengths:

weaknesses:

Please rate the importance of the following potential benefits to the bank from

digital money products on a 1-5 scale, 5=highly important.

a. improved transaction efficiency

b. enhanced customer convenience

c. better competitive position

d. better transaction security

e. other?(such as )

If you have identified specific vendors that you expect to use, please name them.

VENDOR EXPECTED WORK TO BE DONE

Vendor 1

Vendor 2

Vendor 3
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Vendor 4

11. Please identify the criteria to be used to select DM products. (If possible, please

provide us with the screening template used [or to be used]; we will keep the

source confidential and share others with you.)

Criterion 1

Criterion 2

Criterion 3

Criterion 4

Comment:
'

12. Using a 1-5 scale, 5=very important, please rate the importance of the following

bank personnel in evaluating and selecting DM products and their application.

a. CEO

b. IT department

c. marketing or product development department

d. strategic planning group

e. other? [please specify ]

13. Please rate the relative importance of the following benefits to the bank from

digital money products on a 1-5 scale, 5=highly important.

RATING BENEFIT

a. improved transaction efficiency

b. enhanced customer convenience

c. better competitive position
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d. better transaction security

e. cost savings

f. other?(such as )

14. Looking ahead, do you expect the importance of these benefits to change?

On a 1-5 scale, 5=^very important, please rate the following benefits for both 1998

and 2002.

RATINGS

1998 2002

a. ^_ improved transaction efficiency

b. enhanced customer convenience

c. . better competitive position

d. better transaction security

e. cost savings

f. other?(specify )

15. If possible, please clarify the following points related to your previous answers,

a. How much cost-savings in dollars have you achieved to date?

How much is anticipated for 1999?

b. How do you measure gains in efficiency?

c. How do you measure your minimum level of transaction security?
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16. Please clarify your approach to the pricing of retail DM products.

PRICING APPROACH YES NO COMMENT

Do you charge separate

fees for the use of DM
products?

If so, are they flat,

periodic fees?

Are fees linked to usage?

Are charges embedded
into other programs?

Do you charge

transaction-based

amounts in place of

periodic fees?
-

Do you charge one-time

set-up or initiation fees?

Have you computed an

average, per customer

monthly price for use of

DM products?

If so, specify amount if

possible.

Other pricing approach?
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17. What differences, if any, apply to the pricing of corporate DM products?

18. Using a 1-5 scale, 5=very important, how serious are (or were) problems in the

following areas in connection with digital money selection and evaluation?

a. vendor capabilities?

b. IT infrastructure?

c. marketing issues?

d. organization issues?

e. other problem areas? [please specify ]

C. Implementation ofDM Products

19. Please rate on a scale of 1-5, 5=very competent, the quality of proprietary

product vendors for each of the following digital money solutions.

RATING

a. CheckFree

b. Cybercash

c. DigiCash's "e-cash"

d. Mondex

e. other prepaid smart cards

f. Visa Cash ,

g. Other DM? [specify ]
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20. How did you implement your DM products?

a. Did you use primarily in-house resources, or external vendors?

b. What were the reasons for (or advantages of) your choice?

c. What problems did you encounter? (or do you anticipate encountering?)

d. Which external vendors did you use? (or do you plan to use?)

e. What was the cost in dollars and/or the level of effort (in man-years)?

£ On a scale of 1-5, 5=very satisfied, how satisfied were you with vendors

used in terms of,

i) overall performance

ii) timeliness

iii) qualitv of work done

iv) cost

21. Which vendors have you used to implement DM products?

VENDOR NAME TYPE OF WORK DONE

Vendor 1

Vendor 2

Vendor 3

Vendor 5

Vendor 6
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22. How did you resolve the problems that you encountered (if any) as indicated

above?

23. How much money have you spent (or do you anticipate spending) on digital

money products? (Indicate $ thousands or $ millions.)

a. $ spent to date [if unknown, indicate last year's

amount by date]

b. $ to be spent in 1998

c. $ to be spent in the period 1999 - 2002

24. Please provide a breakdown of these expenditures. Indicate either the amount,

or the percentage of total spending represented by each category.

(INDICATE $000s OR $M) % OF TOTAL SPENDING

$ consulting %

$ application software products %

$ internal software development staffing %

$ external software development %

$ computer systems %

$ other hardware equipment %

$ communications / network %

$ other? [please specify ^ %

100%
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25. In your opinion, what is the overall outlook for digital money products in

banking?

26. What new digital money products do you foresee?

27. . Do you have any additional comments regarding digital money products?

B. Banks not currently offering DM products

5. In your opinion, what is the overall outlook for digital money products in

banking?

6. What new digital money products do you foresee?

7. Do you have any additional comments regarding digital money products?
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Evaluation and Selection ofDM Products

Please evaluate the potential strengths and weaknesses of each of the following

digital money products.

a. CHECKFREE

strengths:

weaknesses:

b. CYBERCASH

strengths:

weaknesses:

c. DIGICASH'S "E-CASH"

strengths:

weaknesses:

d. MONDEX

strengths:

weaknesses:

OTHER PREPAID SMART CARDS

strengths:

weaknesses:

f. OTHER DM [SPECIFY ]

strengths:

weaknesses:

g. VISACASH

strengths:

weaknesses:
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9. Please rate the importance of the following potential benefits to the bank from

digital money products on a 1-5 scale, 5=highly important.

a. improved transaction efficiency

b. enhanced customer convenience

c. better competitive position

d. better transaction security

e. other?(such as )

10. If you have identified specific vendors that you expect to use, please name them.

VENDOR EXPECTED WORK TO BE DONE

Vendor 1
'

Vendor 2

Vendor 3

Vendor 4

11. Please identify the criteria to be used to select DM products. (If possible, please

provide us with the screening template used [or to be used]; we will keep the

source confidential and share others with you.)

Criterion 1

Criterion 2

Criterion 3

Criterion 4

Comment:

12. Using a 1-5 scale, 5=very important, please rate the importance of the following

bank personnel in evaluating and selecting DM products and their application.
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CEO

b. IT department

c. marketing or product development department

d. strategic planning group

e. other? [please specify ]

Thank you for time. We will be sending you an executive summary of the study when the

analysis is finished.
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B

Definition of Terms

"Electronic banking" - refers to accessing tj^Dical banking-

services such as demand deposit accounts, borrowing and lending,

payment processing, electronic funds transfer, and on-line bill

payment without visiting a physical, bank facility.

• Electronic banking services are t\i)ically provided through

telephone and/or Internet links between a customers home or

office computer and a banks off-site operations center. The term
is often used as a synonym for "home-banking," even though

electronic banking is not limited to home-based (or retail)

applications.

• In some cases, these banking services can be provided even

without access to a personal computer, as in the case ofATM
machines, stored-value "smart" cards, or other limited-purpose

electronic devices.

"Digital money" - is a form of money that stores value as

sequences of encr\-pted digits in computer code. This limited, stored

value is depleted when a money transaction is completed. Like

physical currency, it is transferable and can be used only once m
any given transaction. Also like physical currency, values of digital

money are divisible into smaller units.

• Tj-pically, digital money has no physical form. It exists entirely

as software and is created in connection with a bank deposit

account that holds ordinary- currency. It is "spent" when a

transaction with a vendor who accepts the value specified

redeems it ft^om the authorized source, usually a bank holding a

local-currency demand account.

• Like a paper traveler's check, digital money exists independent

of any particular transaction, can be saved or stored, preserves

anonymity between buyer and seller, and represents a fijced

value (at least initially) in a specific currency. Also like a

traveler's check, it can be spent in place of ordinary currency in

numerous, if not all. business transactions that require the

exchange of money. Because the instrument is secure, the bearer

does not require identification.
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• Digital money transactions may be conducted electronically

through an Internet (or other) computer link, or by means of

"smart cards" that capture and record amounts of digital money.

The values stored on such cards can usually be replenished

when linked to a bank's demand deposit account of currency.

"e-cash" — is used as a synonym for "digital money" or "digital

cash" even though it is the proprietary product of DigiCash

Corporation and refers to a trademarked product of the same name.

This confusion repeats the experience of numerous branded

products whose names passed into common usage when the name of

the branded product began to be used for any similar product, even

though produced by rival and unrelated firms.
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c
Background Profiles of Digital Money Products

The following company and product profiles derive from vendor company
sources, secondary research, and other INPUT sources.

1. CHECKFREE

Atlanta, Georgia-based CheckFree was founded in 1981 to provide

processing services and software products for electronic commerce. At

year-end 1997, the company had 1,500 employees, 1.8 million subscribers,

1,000 businesses and 850 financial institutions and facilities located in:

Columbus, Ohio; Austin, Texas; Chicago, Aurora and Downers Grove, lU.;

Jersey City, N.J.; Baltimore, Md.; Boston, MA. Company shares trade on

the NASDAQ system under the symbol CKFR. Key CheckFree clients

include: Chase, Wells Fargo Logo, BankOne, Charles Schwab, KeyCorp,

and Nationsbank.

CheckFree offers CheckFree E-Bill, a fully-operational electronic bill

presentment service that allows consumers to both receive and pay bills

electronically through their home personal computer.

E-Bill permits a complete, non-paper, electronic round-trip billing and

payment process. Early companies making E-Bill available to their

customers include 15 of America's largest billers and the largest

statement processor. CheckFree currently provides the back-end billing

and payment processing for Quicken users and for 12 of the 18 Integrion

member banks.

CheckFree processing is functional with both the GOLD message

standard and the Open Financial Exchange (OFX) standard. CheckFree

developed OFX with Intuit and Microsoft in 1997.

In 1996, CheckFree processed over 85 million electronic transactions

worth $15 billion for over 2.5 million merchants and 1.5 million

consumers. At present, the company has agreements with 283 financial

institutions to provide banking and electronic billing and payment

processing services. As of end-lQ F1998, more than two million home
banking and bill payment subscribers utilized CheckFree for backroom

processing, representing a 12% sequential quarterly increase and an

increase of more than 65%t year-over-year increase. Processing volume

increased 50% year-over-year and at present average almost 7 million

transactions monthly.
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CheckFree offers a proven payment-processing infrastructure that allows

bills to be paid via any user interface, any delivery channel, and any

payment delivery system. The company designs, develops and markets a

complete suite of products and services that support device-independent

remote banking Internet-based services and bank-branded, on-line, real-

time applications.

Using CheckFree's Electronic Business Banking, customers can view

transactions and account balances, transfer funds with the click of a

mouse, make direct payroll deposits without writing checks and send tax

payments electronically through a bank's privately branded PC or Web-
based solution. Electronic Business Payments allow customers to take

full advantage of PC or Web capabilities without the expense of printing

and mailing paper-based checks.

Integrion Partnership

In October 1997, Integrion Financial Network and CheckFree announced

a 10-year processing partnership to provide financial institutions with a

fully integrated, end-to-end, cost-effective electronic billing and payment
processing service that utilizes Integrion's Gold Message Standard for

Electronic Commerce, its Interactive Financial Services (IFS) platform

and CheckFree's processing infrastructure. Also, the two companies

intend to work with IBM, Integrion's primary technology partner, to fully

integrate Integrion's IFS banking platform with electronic billing and

payment in order to establish what it considers the "next-generation"

banking, billing and payment infrastructure for the financial services

industry.

Integrion Financial Network provides interactive banking and electronic

commerce solutions to financial institutions. Through the Interactive

Financial Services (IFS) platform, Integrion offers financial institutions a

network through which electronic transactions flow from multiple

consumer access points to a bank's host system and/or processor, allowing

banks to control the type and format of home banking and electronic

commerce services offered.

Integrion is owned by ABN AMRO North America, Bank One, Bank of

America, Barnett Bank, Citibank, Comerica, First Chicago NBD, First

Union National Bank, Fleet Financial, IBM, KeyCorp, Mellon Bank,

Michigan National Bank, NationsBank, Norwest, PNC Bank, Royal Bank
of Canada, US Bancorp, Visa U.S.A and Washington Mutual, Inc.

Strategic Partners
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A long-time CheckFree strategic alliance partner, ALLTEL Information

Services provides information-processing management, outsourcing

services and application software to the financial, mortgage, healthcare

and telecommunications customers in 45 countries. CheckFree's full

range of corporate financial (ACH, wire transfer, cash management and
account reconciliation), mortgage origination, compliance, safebox

accounting and home banking products are being widely utilized by

ALLTEL and many ofALLTEL Information Services' 1,200 customers.

Recent Developments

• Product line extension--Dwcing FY 1997, CheckFree signed 134 new
financial institution clients, introduced its first on-line bill

presentment product, and acquired Intuit Services Corporation,

making CheckFree "the largest volume provider of home banking and

bill payment transaction processing in the United States," according

to management. CheckFree recently purchased a default management
software from Advanced Mortgage Technology, Inc. (AMTI),

reinforcing a commitment to the mortgage banking community in

mortgage banking software solutions and default management.

• Electronic hilling and payment gains momentum- -recently, Chase

Manhattan Bank signed an agreement with CheckFree for electronic

billing and payment services, promising to save the bank and its

customers from 30-50% over traditional methods of bill delivery. The

system is expected to be Uve in IQ 1998,

• Expanded network—compsinies currently making electronic bilhng and

payment available to their customers through contracts with

CheckFree E-Bill include 20 of the nation's larger billers and the

nation's largest statement processor. Combined, these companies

represent more than 100 million consumer and business accounts.

Other new partner relationships include CoreStates (as of 9/97),

which arranged to provide a electronic bill payment remittance option

to 150 CoreStates merchants, expanding each company's abiUty to

provide seamless end-to-end processing of electronically initiated bill

payments; (8/97) - Northeast Utihties signed for CheckFree E-Bill to

offer electronic billing and payment to its 1.2 million New England

customers; (8/97) -- Florida Power & Light offered CheckFree's E-Bill

to 7 milhon customers, representing nearly half of the residents of

Florida; (7/97)"International Billing Services (IBS), the largest first

class mailer in the U.S. signed with CheckFree to allow 65 milhon

customers to use CheckFree's E-Bill; (7/97)--Wells Fargo's

implementation was completed, increasing total subscribers to 1.8

miUion; (7/97)--Blockbuster automated account reconciliation with
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CheckFree RECON-Plus for Windows; stores currently register more

than one million transactions daily;

• Expanded facilities--CheckFree s new ECenter in Atlanta will house

and process a platform [the Genesis System Integration Project

Jcapable of supporting one-third of all U.S. households should they

choose to engage in financial electronic commerce.

• Divestiture--CheckFree sold its Recovery Management Software

business (RMS), to London Bridge Software Holdings, pic, for $35

million. The London-based company specializes in software and

consulting for credit risk management.

Important recent CheckFree transactions include the following:

• Cooperated with Microsoft on Open Financial Exchange (OFX), a

unified technical specification for the electronic exchange of financial

data among financial institutions, businesses and consumers via the

Internet.

• Sold a credit card processing portfolio and recovery management
businesses, allowing the company to focus on its core businesses of

electronic banking, bill presentment and payment, and brokerage

processing.

• Entered into an agreement whereby Reuters America, Inc. will offer

its Internet brokerage customers CheckFree's portfolio management
and online bill payment services; and CheckFree will integrate

Reuters news, stock quotes, content, brokerage transaction

capabilities and Internet hosting services into its suite of services for

financial institutions and brokerage firms.

• Formed a strategic alliance with International Billing Services (IBS)

to bring electronic bill presentation and payment service to customers

of IBS' statement processing services. IBS serves companies in the

telecommunications, utilities, financial services, and other industries.

• Launched automated clearinghouse (ACH) Service Bureau for

financial institutions and their corporate customers. With systems

infrastructure and network connectivity provided by EDS, the new
offering allows financial institutions to move ACH transaction

processing from their own systems to CheckFree.
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• Partnered with American Express Financial Direct to provide

customers with web-based, onhne portfoHo accounting and

measurement through CheckFree's Web Investor service. Through the

company's InvestDirect onhne brokerage service, Financial Direct

customers can view holdings and gain/loss reporting 24 hours a day,

execute trades, access stock quotes and move money among their

holdings.

• Provided Blockbuster with client/server account reconciliation system,

RECON-Plus(TM) for Windows(R). The software will automatically

reconcile daily cash deposits for the stores enterprise-wide,

registering more than one milhon transactions per day.

• Established a customized, fully automated loan servicing and

integrated imaging and COLD solution for The Associates. This

turnkey package is provided through the CheckFree Software

Division's professional services group.

• Signed an agreement with Franklin Resources, Inc. to provide

CheckFree's client/server account reconciliation system, RECON-
Plus(TM) for Windows(R). The software will be used to automatically

reconcile accounts for Franklin Templeton, one of the largest mutual

fund organizations in the U.S.

• On December 23, 1997, CheckFree Corporation announced the

formation of CheckFree Holdings Corporation in order to streamline

administration and operation of CheckFree and its subsidiaries. The

new entity will continue to trade on the NASDAQ system with the

ticker symbol "CKFR."

Financial Institutions Signed During FY 1997:

1st Source Bank; ABN AMRO; American Bank; American Express;

American National Bank; American Savings; AmerUs Bank; Antelope

Valley Bank ; BANC ONE ; Bank Atlantic; Bank of Edwardsville; Bank of

Lancaster County; Bank of Lodi; Bank of Newport; Bank of Stockton;

Barnett Banks; Beneficial Savings; Boeing Employees' Credit Union;

Bryn Mawr Trust; Busey Bank; Centura Bank; Charles Schwab & Co.,

Inc.; Charter One Bank; Chase Manhattan Bank; Citibank; City National

Bank and Trust; Comerica; Commerce Bancshares; Commercial Federal;

Compass Bank; CoreStates Bank; Crestar Bank; Daupin National Bank
;

Dean Witter ; Eastern Bank ; Farmers & Merchants Bank ; Fidelity

Deposit
;
Fidelity Federal

;
Fidelity Federal Savings Bank ; First

Financial Savings Bank ; First Hawaiian Bank ; First Liberty National

Bank ; First Macon Bank & Trust ; First Merchants Bank ; First
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Michigan Bank ; First National Bank; First National Brookings ; First

Union of North Carolina ; First USA ; Fort Wayne National Bank
;

Franklin National ; Frost Bank; Grand National Bank ; GTE Federal

Credit Union ; Harbor Federal ; Harris Trust & Savings ; Home Federal

Savings of Elgin ; Home Savings of America ; Jefferson State Bank ;

Johnstown Bank & Trust Co. ; JP Morgan ; Kaiser Permanente Credit

Union ;
KeyCorp ; Laredo National Bank

;
LaSalle; Liberty Bank ; M & T

Bank
;
Marquette Bancshares, Inc. ; Mellon Bank ; Mercantile

Bancorporation Inc. ; Merchants Bank
;
Michigan National Bank;

National Bank of Commerce ; National Penn Bank ; NBC-
Memphis/National Bank of Commerce ; NBT Bank, N.A.; NorthSide

Bank ; Norwest Bank
;
Omega Bank ; Overland National Bank ;

Passumpsic Savings
;
People's Bank of Cuba ; People's National Bank

;

Pioneer Bank ; PNC Bank ; Pontiac National ; Primerica; Provident Bank

; Prudential Securities - Chicago ; Purdue Employee's Credit Union
;

Quakertown National Bank
;
Regions Bank ; Reich and Tang Asset

Management; Republic Bank ;
Republic National Bank; Rockwell Federal

Credit Union; San Diego County Credit Union ; Santa Monica ; Sanwa
Bank ; SEC Federal

;
Security Services Federal Credit Union

;
Signet

Bank ; Simi Valley Bank ; Smith Barney ; Somerset Bank ; South Trust

Corporation ; Southern Community B&C ; SouthTrust ; Southwest Bank
of Texas ; Sovereign Bank ;

Spencer Co. Bank
;
Spirit Bank ; Stanford

Federal Credit Union ; Starr Financial ; Staten Island ; Stilwater

National Bank ; Sun Mark Community Bank ; Sun Trust Bank ;

Technology Federal Credit Union ; Texas Commerce Bank ; The New
England Life Insurance Company ; Tri Counties Bank ; Union Bank

;

United Bank & Trust ; US Bank ; Wachovia ; Wells Fargo ;Western Bank

; Western Nebraska National Bank ; Zion Bank ; Zurich Kemper
Investments.

Financial Position:

• CheckFree Corporation reported record revenues of $55.1 million for

4Q 1997 compared to $29.4 million for the same quarter of 1996. Total

revenues increased 130% to $176.4 million for FY (June) 1997 versus

$76.8 million for the same period last year.

• The Company reported a F4Q 1997 net loss of $5.9 million, or $0.11

per share, compared to a net loss of $41.1 million, or $1.02 per share

for the same period in 1996. Excluding in process research and

development, exclusivity amortization, and other items, the net loss

was $0.07 cents per share for the quarter compared to a loss of $0.34

for the same period in 1996.
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• CheckFree achieved positive earnings before income tax, depreciation

and amortization (EBITDA) of $822,000 for F4Q (June) 1997.

• For FY 1997, the Company reported a net loss of $161.8 million, or

$3.44 per share, compared to a net loss of $138.9 million, or $4.15

cents per share for the 12 months ended June 30, 1996. Excluding the

gain on the sale of the credit card processing business and charges for

in process research and development, exclusivity amortization and
other items, the net loss was $0.47 cents per share for the FY(June)

1997, compared to $0.50 per share for the 12 months ended June 30,

1996.
,

-
/

2. CYBERCASH

Reston, Virginia-based Cybercash, Inc. was founded in 1994 and began

operations with Internet credit card transactions in April 1995. The
Cybercash software system permits banks to process secure Internet

payments by customers through their existing infrastructure. The

company offers tailored products for secure cash, credit and check

transactions. CyberCash's primary product is "electronic wallet" software

that permits customers to make secure Internet payments to merchants

by credit card.

Cybercash customers install free, proprietary electronic wallet software

on their PCs. A unique digital ID is generated for each customer and used

to authenticate retail purchases on the Internet. If desired, more than

one credit card can be linked to the electronic wallet, whereby only

Cybercash can decipher encrypted transactions at an authorized server

site.

Key feature: merchants themselves do not have access to a consumer's

credit card number. Authorized merchants present purchase information

together with encrypted credit card payment information to a Cybercash

server at a web site. After decrypting the data, Cybercash uses standard

banking procedures to facilitate payment by the credit card issuer. The

process is appealing to consumers because they are free from risk of

credit card fraud on the Internet. Merchants like the convenience of

ordinary credit card transactions, despite the fact that they were not

provided with the information typically required from customers.

Paymentech does credit card processing for Cybercash transactions.
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Recent Developments

• Cybercash has handled Internet credit card payments since April

1995. To date, more than one million Cybercash Wallets have been

downloaded for use in Internet commerce.

• Cybercash secure Internet payment technology allows banks,

financial institutions, transaction processors, merchants, technology

developers and consumers worldwide to make and receive Internet-

based payments using a variety of methods, including credit card

CyberCoin™ service, the company's innovative system for

micropayments on the Internet and the PayNow™ service,

CyberCash's proprietary Internet check.

• More than 1,000 Internet merchants and banks worldwide are

affiliated with Cybercash.

• Cybercash has a worldwide export license for the 1024-bit RSA
encryption algorithm, and also offers real-time, secure credit card

authentication service over the Internet that is based on digital

signatures.

• In October 1997, Cybercash brought to market its CashRegister

payment system that is integrated with version 2.0 of the Microsoft

merchant server system, enabling acceptance of credit card payments

over the Internet.

• In November 1997, Cybercash announced formation of Japanese joint

venture called Cybercash K.K. with a group of Japanese banks and

corporations, including Softbank Corp—a Japanese publisher that

owns the COMDEX computer show. Bank partners include

Sumitomo, Fuji and Tokyo-Mitsubishi. The partnership is 45% owned
by Cybercash and is structured similarly with its European venture,

which is owned primarily by its German partners Dresdner Bank and

Sachsen LB.

3. CYBERMARKLLC

Founded in 1993, Cybermark LLC offers specialty smart cards systems

for colleges and universities. The company is one-third owned by

Columbus, Ohio-based Huntington Bancshares. Sallie Mae and Battelle

Memorial Institute hold remaining interests. Cybermark sees its systems

as "bridges" between self-contained communities and open, mass

markets. Beyond replacing small cash transactions, the cards also verify

student identification, provide access to dormitories and other secure
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areas, and promote more efficient accounting, financial aid, library card

usage, and other administrative systems. As such, it becomes as much an

institutional management system as an electronic payment system.

Management believes that universities will provide the springboard for

future, wider acceptance of smart cards in the general population. At the

same time. Cybermark profits by selling equipment, processing

transactions, and retaining the float on unspent funds.

Also, the company is well positioned to benefit from the growing desire of

banks and other financial institutions for transaction data that can be

mined for profitable cross-selling. \Miile this may cause some banks to

view Cybermark as a competitor, company executives insist that bank
partners are critical to its success. Accordingly, it has recruited First

Union, National Bank. NationsBank. PNC Bank, and SunTrust as

strategic partners to offer students banking and other financial services.

Financial Position

Cybermark expects to end 1997 with S3 million in revenue compared with

nil revenues in the prior year. In 1998. the company forecasts revenues of

$10 million.

Recent Developments

• Cybermark is now completing system implementation at the

University of Toronto, with 60.000 cards.

• To date, it has implemented six educational institutions in the U.S.

and Canada, where it has issued 125,000 smart cards. Proprietary

systems cost between S 100. 000 to SI milhon to install.

4. DIGICASH'S "E-CASH"

DigiCash N\^ was founded in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, in 1990 and

is currently active in both European and American markets. Its affiliate,

DigiCash, Inc., is headquartered in New York City. The company has

patents on digital money products and offers a form of digital cash called

"e-cash."

Merchants and consumers who are subscribers receive are provided with

client software fi'om a financial institution that is a DigiCash partner in

order to make e-cash transactions. Consumers open an e-cash account at

the partner bank, which enables the withdrawal of "digital tokens" that

can be stored on the hard drives of home PCs similar to ATM
withdrawals. "E-cash"' coins are encrypted so that transactions can be
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made anonymously (just as with "real" cash). However, unlike "real"

cash, e-cash consumers must spend their digital money with merchants

(or other participating consumers) who have the same electronic wallet

software used for e-cash. Merchants redeem the encrypted coins at

partner banks for payment, but without an audit trail.

A key point: DigiCash operates outside of the existing bank payment
system and depends on the Internet with proprietary, enhanced security

measures. At present, all users of DigiCash must have an account

relationship with Mark Twain Bancshares in St. Louis, Missouri. Mark
Twain provides software free to merchants, but charges consumers a

subscriber fee.

Recent Developments

• On October 8, 1997, DigiCash partner, Deutsche Bank, launched an

ecash™ trial that allows consumers to purchase online goods with

electronic cash. Five merchants are currently accepting ecash in

Germany. These include Online Versandhaus GmbH, Teles AG,
Aktion Brot fiir die Welt, Dr. Solomon's Software GmbH and GENIOS
Wirstschaftsdatenbanken. Within the next few months approximately

1,500 clients of the Deutsche Bank will be able to buy goods and
services at about 35 electronic virtual shops and pay for those goods

by PC. The Deutsche Bank pilot is intended to test the opportunities

for, and acceptability of a digital payment system for electronic

commerce on the Internet.

• The launch of the new payment system followed a successful internal

test last Autumn. During the test period, security, user-friendliness

and trustworthiness were further enhanced with co-operation from

DigiCash. DigiCash's work on developing ecash was rewarded with

the Information Technology European Award 1995 by the European
Commission. Ecash is specifically designed to handle small payments.

• After installing their ecash software Purse, the pilot participants can

download money onto their hard disk via the Internet and are then

able to shop at the participating Cybershops 24 hours a day. The
procedure is simple: goods are chosen with a mouse click. Payment
only needs to be confirmed by the user and the transaction takes place

immediately. The merchant receives the electronically transferred

amount straight away. However, neither the merchant nor the bank
is able to retrieve the identifying details of the purchasing party, thus

guaranteeing their privacy. To ensure the security of the buyer and
the merchant, ecash uses complex cryptographic protocols. The
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Deutsche Bank ecash systems are protected against unwanted
interference by a secure system of firewalls.

• The pilot scheme ends on January 31, 1998.

5. FIRST VIRTUAL (VIRTUAL PIN)

Founded in 1994, San Diego, California-based First Virtual Holdings

Incorporated developed and—since 1994--has operated the First Virtual

Internet Payment System ("FVIPS"), a secure and easy-to-use payment
system that facilitates commercial transactions over the Internet

between merchants ("Seller") and consumers ("Buyers"). FVIPS faciUtates

Internet commerce through existing e-mail technologies and Personal

Identification Number ("PIN") concepts, integrating seamlessly with

established financial networks by using well-accepted transaction

processing practices.

The First Virtual system doesn't require users to purchase and install

proprietary software, only access to the Internet. It serves as a conduit

between buyers using e-mail and the established credit card payment

network operating through banks.

Users register their credit card information over the telephone rather

than the Internet and receive a "VirtualPIN" which is used with e-mail to

make Internet purchases. First Virtual matches these transactions with

the buyer's credit card account. When the transaction is confirmed. First

Virtual processes the transaction off-line with merchants and banks

using the ACH system. Consumers pay one-time fees; merchants pay a

set-up fee as well as transaction fees.

Company Background

At present, more than 3,300 merchants and 215,000 customers in 166

countries have registered to use the First Virtual Internet Payment

System. First Virtual Holdings Incorporated successfully completed its

Initial Public Offering (IPO) in December of 1996. It is listed on the

NASDAQ stock market under the symbol F\TiI. Equity partners include

First Data Corp, First USA, Paymentech (a Banc One subsidiary) and GE
Capital Corp. First Virtual developed one of the first working payment

systems for the Internet and claims to provide significant functional and

economic advantages over alternative systems. The company's goal is to

become a facilitator of Internet commerce and other forms of interactive

Internet communications through consumer distribution of VirtualPINs

and continued dedication to Seller's ease of entry.
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Recent Developments

• In October 1997, First Virtual secured an additional $5 million

through a private placement of 1,000 with a New York investment

group.

• Announced continuing development of company's Interactive

Messaging Platform product used for personalized, interactive E-mail

marketing (including intelligent messaging, transactional

advertisements, and virtual identities for secure financial

transactions over the Internet. This represents an enhancement of the

VirtualPin, used for secure, on-line credit card payments, and

VirtualTag, an interactive advertising technology.

• To date. First Virtual has recorded 350,000 VirtualPIN transactions

and signed up 3,000 merchants. Of its 240,000 enrollees, one-third are

international spanning 166 countries. Interest in Japan has been

especially high.

• Some experts believe that the VirtualPIN approach was rendered

obsolete by the growing momentum behind the banking industry's

Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) protocol for secure credit card

transactions on the Internet. First Virtual management believes that

its "cross-platform, cross-protocol, direct marketing architecture" will

have continuing appeal to users.

VirtualPIN Architecture

The first application of the VirtualPIN architecture, the First Virtual

Internet Payment System, facilitates Internet commerce (buying and

selling) through existing e-mail technologies and PIN concepts. It

integrates seamlessly with established financial networks using well-

accepted transaction processing practices. First Virtual's objective is to

become a facilitator of Internet commerce and other forms of interactive

Internet communications. The company's strategy includes the following

key elements:

• Leverage technological expertise to accelerate the development of new
and enhanced products and services. First Virtual has ample

expertise in e-mail and other Internet-related technologies.

• Rapidly deploy VirtualPINs through multiple channels, including

customers of credit card companies and other financial institutions,

on-line and Internet service providers, value-added integrators,

businesses with large direct response customer bases and consumers

through a variety of direct marketing programs. As a part of this
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strategy, in March 1997 First Virtual announced the sale of 350,000

buyer VirtualPINs to First Data Corporation.

• Leverage the VirtualPlN architecture for additional applications

including interactive advertising, targeted direct marketing and
consumer research. VirtualPlN is an alphanumeric ahas for a user's

e-mail address and credit card number that facihtates convenient,

confidential online shopping and communication. VirtualPlN

eUminates the risks of transmitting sensitive personal credit card or

bank account information over the Internet.

• Expand the transaction-based business model to provide a recurring

revenue stream from fees associated with the VirtualPlN

architecture.

Strategic Partners

The companj^'s abihty to meet current business and marketing objectives

was enhanced by strategic relationships and financial backing from

partners such as First USA Paymentech, First Data Corporation, GE
Capital Corporation, Next Century Communication Corporation, and

Sybase, Inc (Strategic Alliances).

VirtualTi\G(tm), which advances the Internet's push marketing model by

combining advertising, selling and payment in one application. It uses

cross-platform multimedia environments such as Java and Shockwave to

create sales-enabled interactive advertising and marketing. Key chents

using this technology include Bell Atlantic, AT&T, and Multiple Zone

International (PC Zone and MacZone).

6. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION'S Millicent

In March 1997, Boston-based Digital Equipment Corporation announced

Millicent, a digital money system for micropayments. Electronic

commerce on the Internet represents major opportunities for businesses

and customers worldwide. However, Web payment systems are often

cumbersome and can have expensive overhead charges associated with

the transactions. For example, a Web-based pubhsher who wants to sell

articles, has had difficulty obtaining payment from users. Even more

difficult obtaining payment for single pages of articles, for Java applets or

other host-based appHcations on a per-use basis.

• DIGITAL offer Millicent as a tool that makes microcommerce on the

Internet a reality, describing it as the first microcommerce system
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that allows users to buy and sell information profitably in amounts as

small as fractions of a cent . This breakthrough system, now in its

internal testing phase, will eliminate minimum purchase

requirements of $0.10-0.25 that are now imposed by other electronic

payment methods.

• The Millicent system represents a new way to buy and sell content in

very small amounts over the Internet. The system supports

transactions from one-tenth of a cent to $5.00, which makes "pay-per-

click" surfing of the Web affordable for all. This patent-pending

microcommerce system will provide Internet users the most

economical and convenient way to purchase exactly the information

they want on the Web. Information sellers, in turn, benefit because

Millicent gives them an incentive to provide high-quality information

and to profit from high-volume purchases. Millicent brokers will

manage the penny-based electronic scrip transactions between buyers

and sellers. In contrast to these different approaches, the Millicent

System provides a unified deployment model that allows both content

and service providers to interact with users through any number of

cyber techniques that parallel the physical world.

• Vendors can sell access to value-added Web pages on a per-access

basis or a subscription basis. They can also use the Millicent system

to provide promotional incentives to users. Advertisers can provide

rebates directly to users. Service providers can use Millicent to

provide tiered-service levels. Vendors of all types can use Millicent to

reward their best customers with frequent user points that can be

redeemed for more content or better server. And most importantly, all

of these deployment models can be used simultaneously. Vendors no

longer have to artificially chose a single revenue model.

• All of this is made possible through the use of scrip. Scrip can not be

stolen, counterfeited, or tampered with. It can represent any form of

currency, points in a frequent user program, access rights, etc.

Millicent software takes care of issuing scrip, managing scrip and

validating scrip. Scrip as self-validating. Millicent software can

validate scrip instantaneously with no network access, no database

look up, and no disk access. Distributed scrip validation makes the

Millicent system equally suited for Intranet deployment inside the

enterprise.

• Millicent, now in a pilot stage. It will eliminate minimum purchase

requirements of $0.10-0. 25 now imposed by other electronic payment

methods and will support transactions as low as one-tenth of a cent.

Web users will be able to pay automatically for information and
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services by each click of a mouse. The Millicent system uses the

distributed brokers approach versus a centrahzed clearing-house

approach. Vendors contract with brokers to sell scrip to users.

Brokers pay vendors as they sell scrip. Users will purchase the scrip

from brokers via credit cards. Companies participating: Reuters News
Service, Infoseek Information Network and Tele Danmark.

• Microcommerce transactions in this range are important to onhne

pubHshers who want to sell newspapers by the article, cartoons by the

strip, or music by the song. Software providers targeting the network

computer (NC) market can use Millicent to sell Java applets and host-

based applications on a per-use basis. In an intranet setting, Millicent

software acts as a Web-aware accountant that meters access to

information systems and to services inside the enterprise.

Millicent was designed from the ground up to achieve low-cost

transactions by using a revolutionary distributed brokers approach to

speed verification and minimize cost. Users benefit because they select

only the information of specific interest to them, and pay only pennies a

page or less for that information, not for the whole pubfication.

Participating with Digital in an internal test are Reuters News Service,

Infoseek Information Network and Tele Danmark. the public telephone

and telegraph of Denmark. A major broker with international experience

will be announced shortly.

According to DIGITAL, Millicent will open up a whole new level of

electronic commerce products and services offered on the Internet. In

addition to its appeal for traditional publishers, the Web will be much
more attractive to electronic publishers, self-pubhshers, software

pubhshers and service providers, who will now have an incentive to

provide higher quahty information to Web users and get paid for it.

WTiile Millicent will expand markets for existing electronic publishers,

new content providers also will be attracted to the Internet as a viable

market for their products. Millicent will open the Internet to profitable

electronic commerce for all, including:

• Traditional publishers: newspapers, magazines, directories,

newsletters, news service feeds, academic journals, encyclopedias, and

book pubhshers;

• Web-centric content providers: Java applet developers, search

engines, rating services, e-zines, serialized soaps, onhne games and

entertainment; an
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• Self-publishers: personal essays, subject indexes, annotated note lists,

personalized newsgroup moderation, and how-to guides.

The Millicent Approach

Millicent uses a revolutionary distributed brokers approach, versus a

centralized clearing-house approach, to speed verification and minimize

costs. Vendors contract with brokers to sell scrip to users. Brokers pay

vendors as they sell scrip. Verification is quick, easy and automatic,

allowing for extremely fast, high-volume transaction rates. With other

approaches, each buying and selHng transaction has to clear through a

central verification point, adding costs, creating bottlenecks, and slowing

execution.

After the user purchases the scrip from a broker via credit card or other

standard payment method, all transactions are transparent. The user

buys information with a simple click of a mouse. A running log keeps

track of how much scrip users have available in their Millicent electronic

wallets. At a penny a page or less, users can focus on the content of the

information rather than the cost.

Millicent Benefits

This patent-pending microcommerce system promises to provide Internet

users the most economical and convenient way to purchase exactly the

information they want on the Web. Information sellers, in turn, benefit

because Millicent gives them an incentive to provide high-quality

information and to profit from high-volume purchases. Millicent brokers

will profit from managing the penny- based electronic scrip transactions

between buyers and sellers.

Millicent's design scales well for high-volume transactions. Brokers can

manage more transactions with less hardware. Less verification is

required and Millicent's instantaneous operation eliminates verification

time lag at the time of transactions and at the end of the day. Brokers

therefore can generate profitable revenue even on one-tenth-of-a-cent

Millicent transaction fees.

Electronic Fraud Unprofitable

Millicent makes electronic fraud unattractive and very difficult. The

system was designed to make it virtually impossible to double-spend,

counterfeit, or change the value of the scrip. Millicent transactions,

typically a few cents or less, provide little incentive and a high likelihood

of detection for those attempting to steal large amounts of penny-based

scrip.
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7. MONDEX
NatWest Bank announced the Mondex digital money concept in 1993.

Subsequently, the bank gave Mondex International an exclusive license

to market its digital money concept globally though a series of franchise

agreements. By mid- 1996, there were 17 participating, franchise banks

around the world. In November 1996, MasterCard International acquired

a majority interest in Mondex International with the intention of using

Mondex technology as a platform for its global smart-card marketing

program.

Today, Mondex is both a digital money product and an electronic money
system. Participating banks issue Mondex digital money as a form of

national currency into customer accounts. Participating merchants,

individuals and financial institutions enact electronic money transactions

in digital form just as they would transactions in national currency.

There are no special settlement procedures. Issued amounts of digital

money are stored on a proprietary smart card that is used for

transactions, either in person or over the Internet, which are protected by

patented, proprietary security procedures.

The first step in the globalization of Mondex was the creation of Mondex
International Ltd., an organization set up with the cumulative knowledge

and resources of prominent global banks. Subsequently, worldwide trials

and rollouts took place in U.K., Canada, Hong Kong, and other locations.

In February 1997, MasterCard International Inc. acquired Mondex
International Ltd. This move opened up the possibility that all the

financial establishments and retailers that currently accept MasterCard

will accept Mondex as well.

The rapid progress in smart card technology should benefit Mondex.

Chips currently available on the market are able to process encryption

codes faster than ever before and can handle multiple applications. As a

result, a single card can handle not only Mondex, but credit and other

applications as well. Trials using Mondex over the Internet are also

planned. Hitachi is actively involved in the development of these new

technologies.

Mondex International grants licenses to franchisees to allow them to

exploit the Mondex electronic cash technology in a given territory. Since

its incorporation in 1996, Mondex has issued 29 licenses across 5

continents. Mondex is being developed by franchisees in over 50 countries

representing a potential market place of in excess of 3 biUion people.

Mondex is the only electronic cash system in the world to operate with a

single global technology allowing for cross border payments. It allows up
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to 5 different currencies to be carried on the card at any one time in

separate electronic pockets.

Mondex is currently being used in 21 implementations around the world

including Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, New Zealand, Philippines, UK,
and USA. By the end of 1997, Mondex will have produced in excess of

1,000,000 reloadable Mondex cards; this figure is expected to rise to

5,000,000 reloadable cards by the end of 1998.

Ownership

Mondex International is owned by MasterCard International who
purchased a 51% stake in February 1997, the remaining 49% stake is

owned by the following companies: National Westminster Bank, Ulster

Bank, and Midland Bank, Scotiabank, Credit Union Central of Canada,

The National Bank of Canada, Bank of Montreal, Canada Trust, Le

Mouvement des caisses Desjardins, Toronto-Dominion Bank, Royal Bank
of Canada, Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, The Hongkong and

Shanghai Banking Corporation, Wells Fargo, AT&T, Chase Manhattan,

First Chicago NBD, Australia and New Zealand Banking Group,

Commonwealth Bank of Australia, National Australia Bank, Westpac

Banking Corporation (Australia), ANZ Banking Group (New Zealand),

Bank of New Zealand, Countrywide Banking Corporation, The National

Bank of New Zealand, ASB Bank and Westpac Banking Corporation

(New Zealand).

Recent Developments

Wireless Smart Card Re-loading

Mondex International and Cellnet (the UK mobile phone network) today

announced in December 1997 an agreement to jointly develop solutions to

allow electronic cash to be transferred via digital mobile phones over a

GSM network. In addition, Cellnet and Mondex will be making these

solutions available to any network provider using the GSM standard.

In June 1997, the Bank of the Philippine Islands (BPI) began offering

Mondex smart card capability to its ATM machines. It joins PCIBank's

credit card affiliate Bankard's "e-cash" available in the local market.

Global Product Trials Underway

HONG KONG TRIAL--July 1997--The Hongkong and Shanghai

Banking Corp.'s electronic-payment scheme trial, based on the Mondex
International smart-card system, is underway. Hong Kong's Mondex pilot

is the largest in the world to date, according to company officials, with
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approximately 45,000 end-user cards issued. In addition, there are about

1,000 merchant terminals supporting 420 merchants at the two main
trial sites in Taikoo Shing and Shatin, said Ken Woo, director of sales

and marketing in Greater China for VeriFone. VeriFone is the suppher

for all of the Mondex trial's point-of-sale terminals located at the

merchant sites.

• VeriFone will be involved in the phase two rollout of Mondex in Hong
Kong, which will substantially extend the coverage of the card-based

payment system. The rollout is due before the end of the year, but

could be hampered by the new chip Mondex is using for its smart

cards. The company is upgrading from a Hitachi 3102 chip to the

3109. Development of terminal applications to support the 3109 chip

is on target; he area that had to be modified was primarily card

authentication.

• In addition to the merchant terminals, Mondex has distributed small

smart card balance readers with each of the cards issued, and around

2,000 smart-phones, which include a smart card reader for uploading

and downloading transactions over the telephone network. Both

devices, from other suppliers, will be obsolete when the new chip is

implemented. HSBC is currently considering at least four potential

vendors for the smart-phones, including Hitachi, Cyntehc, Ingenico

and Keycorp. As for the 45,000 end-user smart cards in circulation,

they will have to be updated as well when the 3109 chip is launched

later this year.

• HSBC plans to support both Mondex and Visa International's Visa

Cash cards for electronic cash in 1998 (VeriFone is one of the

suppliers for Visa Cash in Hong Kong). Visa Cash trials in Hong Kong
are currently being run by Standard Chartered Bank and the Bank of

China group, which include 13 banks . As of April, Visa Cash had

issued about 100,000 reloadable smart cards and, from August 1996

until April 1997, had logged 500,000 transactions worth about HK$15
milUon.

• For merchants, the competing electronic transaction systems could be

cumbersome, as two different merchant terminals will be required to

process transactions. VeriFone is developing a single terminal to

handle both Visa Cash and Mondex, which should be available before

the end of the year. However, the banks in Hong Kong supporting

various payment schemes need to come to an agreement before the

single terminal can be used.
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NEWYORK TRIAL—On October 6, 1997, Mondex announced a smart

card pilot project in Manhattan's upper West Side. The launch forms part

of the New York Smart Card program, a joint venture between

MasterCard, Visa, Citibank and Chase Manhattan Bank that is intended

to introduce the concept of electronic cash to consumers and merchants in

the New York area. Both Chase and Citibank have already issued smart

cards to their customers on the Upper West Side, a three-square-mile

area that stretches from 60th street to 96th street and from Central Park

West to the Hudson River. Each bank expects to distribute 25, 000 cards.

Residents who do not have an account with either bank can get a stand-

alone, reloadable smart card by visiting Citibank and Chase branches in

their neighborhoods. The Chase Banking Cards will be issued with up to

$500 in Mondex electronic cash and the Citibank cards will be issued

with the Visa Cash stored value product.

• Over 600 merchants are participating in the program including many
well known New York retailers such as Zabar's, Fairway, Duane
Reade, Gristede's, Sloan's, The Athlete's Foot and Lechter's. With new
merchants signing up everyday, the program will include a large

number of places that formerly accepted only cash, such as dry

cleaners, newsstands and cafes, providing consumers more choice and

convenience in how they pay for everyday purchases.

• This is the first time that MasterCard and Visa have worked together

to give consumers and merchants the opportunity to use both Mondex
and VisaCash at the same merchants in the same way that competing

credit and debit card brands are accepted today. A key goal of the

program is to demonstrate the inter-operability of the two competitor

systems. Secondarily, sponsors want to show that smart cards can be

more popular with consumers than was the case during the Atlanta

Olympics in 1996 when acceptance was somewhat disappointing for

various reasons.

• Mondex's uses a global technology allowing for cross-country

payments and allows up to five different currencies to be carried on

the card at any one time in separate electronic pockets. This means
that cardholders can carry foreign currency on their cards that can be

activated when required. For example, a businessman from the Upper

West Side traveling to Hong Kong will be able to make purchases in

both locations using the same Mondex card. Remote chip-to-chip

transactions can occur between individual cards over the internet,

over public telephone networks and mobile phones on a global basis.

SAN FRANCISCO TRIAL- The first U.S. pilot program for smart cards

was launched in August 1995 in San Francisco. More than 700 employees
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of Wells Fargo were given cards that could be used at 22 local merchants,

including the employee cafeteria and Starbucks. To date, more than

31,000 transactions have been made with the cards.

GUELPH, CANADA, TRIAL—Mondex's first community-wide pilot

program in North America was in Guelph. Canada. As of early November
1997, 10.000 cards had been distributed in this Ontario university town

with a population of 100.000. The initial goal had been 8-10,000 cards at

the one-year mark of February 1998. Royal Bank of Canada and
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, two of the nation's largest banks,

are sponsoring the trial.

• More than 500 merchants, or 90% of all Guelph retailers, are

participating as is Bell Canada and Northern Telecom, which has

deployed compatible pay telephones and 2,500 card-reading screen

telephones in consumer homes. Subsequently, additional banks joined

the trial, which is being promoted as a "victory" over competitors

VisaCash and Proton stored-value cards.

• To date. Cl.5 miUion (US$1.1 million) has been loaded onto Mondex
cards in Guelph.

• Mondex targets Canadian rollout of the more advanced MULTOS
operating system by mid- 1998. This new^ system permits stored-value

cards to serve additional functions, such as credit or debit cards.

JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA-November 1997 -The ABSA
Group and The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited (SBSA)

announced a bid to make South Africa one of the most advanced

consumer and financial markets in the world, with the purchase of the

Mondex franchise and the introduction of Maestj^o, the global, on-Hne

debit program founded by MasterCard International and Europay

International.

• The introduction of Maestro, the first global debit product available in

South Africa, will bring immediate worldwide purchasing power to an

estimated eight milhon bank chents, few of whom have payment

alternatives other than cash. This is the largest mass electronic

empowerment ever in South Africa, where only 5.3 % of the

population has access to credit. The Maestro logo on an ATM card

allows a cardholder to make purchases using the funds in their

deposit account. The introduction of debit marks the first phase of a

banking revolution in South Africa, and is part of MasterCard's

longer-term electronic payment strategy' for this market.
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• The banks also announced purchase of Mondex electronic cash

franchise rights for the Rand Monetary Area, which encompasses

South Africa, Lesotho, Swaziland and Namibia. The franchise enables

ABSA and Standard Bank to commercially develop Mondex electronic

cash for residents in these territories. Mondex electronic cash is an

innovative alternative to cash, which combines the ease and flexibility

of cash with the convenience and security of a chip card.

8. CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY (NETBILL)

NetBill is a research project at Carnegie Mellon University in conjunction

with Mellon Bank and Cybercash. Cybercash, Inc., (NASDAQ:CYCH), a

provider of Internet payment platforms and services to financial

institutions worldwide, and Carnegie Mellon University today announced

an agreement which commercializes a new generation of advanced

micropayment technology for electronic commerce, called NetBill. The

NetBill technology enables an Internet billing system that provides the

mechanisms for consumers and merchants to conduct secure transactions

over the Internet. Under this agreement, Cybercash, Inc., acquires

worldwide rights to commercially use and sublicense the NetBill

electronic commerce technology. In addition, Cybercash will work with

Carnegie Mellon University to advance Carnegie Mellon's research

regarding network-based Internet payment systems.

NetBill is a business model, set of protocols, and software

implementation allowing customers to pay owners and retailers of

information. While NetBill will enable a market economy in information,

we still expect that there will be an active exchange of free information.

The highlights of the NetBill model include:

• Very low transaction costs for micropayments (around $0.01 for a

$0.10 item)

• Privacy of the transaction

• Highly scalable

• Certified delivery mechanism that delivers information goods if and

only if the customer has paid for them.

Carnegie Mellon's research is focused on the technical, economic and

policy issues associated with electronic commerce over open networks.

The research advances the techniques available to support the expected

explosion in the sale of multimedia and digital information requiring
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small payments and assured delivery. This commercialization of the

NetBill technology is expected to provide Cybercash with a competitive

edge within its menu of payment solutions.

Market Strategy ~

Estimates of the market for on-line information vary from $10-100 billion

per year depending upon how the market is defined.. There are more

than 15,000 databases accessible over networks. Vendors can distribute

information products varying from complex software valued at thousands

of dollars per copy, to journal pages or stock quotes valued at a few

pennies each.

• A challenge for network-based electronic commerce is to keep

transaction costs to a small fraction of the cost of the item. The desire

to support micropayments worth only a few pennies each is a driving

factor in the NetBill design.

• A second challenge in the information marketplace is supporting

micromerchants, who may be individuals who sell relatively small

volumes of information. Merchants need a simple way of doing

business with customers over networks, so that the costs of setting up

accounting and billing procedures are minimal.

• A model for micromerchants is the French Minitel system, which

provides 20,000 "kiosks" offering computer-based services to Minitel

users. Small entrepreneurs who enter the marketplace for little more

than the cost of a PC and the labor to acquire or develop valuable

information provide many of these kiosks.

• The purchase of goods over a network requires linking two transfers:

the transfer of the goods from the merchant to the customer, and the

transfer of money from the customer to the merchant. In the case of

physical goods, a customer can order the goods and transfer money
over the network, but the goods cannot be delivered over the network.

Information goods have the special characteristic that both the

delivery of the goods and the transfer of money can be accomplished

on the same network. This allows for optimizations in the design of an

electronic commerce system.

9. VERIFONE

VeriFone expects to spread its secure electronic transaction software by

embedding it in merchant servers (priced at $995) available from

Microsoft, Netscape, Open Market, Inc., and Oracle. The company's SET
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1.0 products have passed compatibility testing with GTE Corp and

Verisign, Inc., an important providers of digital certification technology

that is critical to authenticating the parties of an Internet commercial

transaction. While progress has been substantial, skeptics insist that

consumers will be unwilling to go through the process required to obtain

a digital certificate in order to make a spontaneous, one-time purchase.

In their view, this reluctance signals that more progress is yet needed

before e-commerce and digital money can fulfill their full market

potential.

Recent Developments

• Palo Alto, California-based Hewlett-Packard's (HP) VeriFone

subsidiary holds 65% of the U.S. market for point-of-sale terminals.

As a result, its efforts to establish an industry standard for electronic

commerce transactions command attention. In December 1997,

VeriFone established an international consortium called the "First

Global Commerce" initiative with Dallas, Texas-based Electronic Data

Systems (EDP) and HP to strengthen their competitive position in

relation to IBM. The consortium includes; prominent banks such as

Wells Fargo, the Royal Bank of Canada, Sumitomo; smart card

vendor Mondex, and First USA Paymentech, one of the largest U.S.

electronic credit card and merchant payment processors. The group

will promote electronic payment solutions based on an open

architecture using VeriFone's Integrated Payment System used in

Internet commerce, smart card, and merchant point-of-sales

applications. Two members of the consortium, Citibank and the

Royal Bank of Canada, are also members of the Integrion, the IBM-

backed banking industry effort to counter efforts by Microsoft/First

Data to dominate the electronic payment processing business.

• In November 1997, IBM and VeriFone, erstwhile rivals, agreed to

cooperate in the development of the Secure Electronic Transactions

(SET) protocols originated by MasterCard and Visa in order to

promote secure Internet payments. They agreed to make their SET
systems compatible. If successful over the next year, this effort to

achieve industry-wide interoperability for Internet-based transactions

would represent a great step toward assuring bankers, consumers and

merchants alike of transaction safety and promote the continued

expansion of digital money products. At present, the IBM-VeriFone

agreement establishes a second, industry-wide milestone after the

Microsoft/Intuit (acquired by CheckFree) agreement to cooperate on

the OFX home banking security protocol.
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• Banks already committed to the VeriFone SET standard include Bank
of America, Wells Fargo in the U.S., Royal Bank of Canada, Sumitomo
Bank of Japan; Caja Rural de Almeria in Spain and Garanti Bankasi

in Turkey.

10. VISA CASH

Background of Visa International

Visa is the largest consumer card payment system in the world with more

than 12 million acceptance locations, 404 million cards issued, and the

world's largest network of Automated Banking Machines comprising

more than 250,000 ABMs in 88 countries. In Canada, some 18.2 million

credit cards are accepted at more than 441,000 locations, and can be used

at 13,917 ABMs. San Francisco, California-based Visa International is

divided into six regions worldwide - Asia-Pacific; Canada; Central and

Eastern Europe, Middle East and Africa; the European Union, Latin

America and the Caribbean. U.S. regional headquarters and offices are

located in a number of cities including London, Paris, Tokyo, Singapore,

Sydney, Toronto, Frankfurt, and Miami. Visa International is an

association that was created by banks to serve banks. It is a multi-

regional corporation that provides an operating structure to support

consumer payment services globally, yet allows its members to design

products and services to meet local needs. Visa credit cards are issued by,

more than 20,700 member financial institutions. Cards are accepted at

millions of locations worldwide, but remain very much a local product. In

Italy, consumers consider the card Italian, in Japan, Japanese, and in

Brazil, Brazilian.

Visa International provides worldwide telecommunications; handles data

payment processing; authorizes and settles payments; and sets operating

standards on a national, regional and global basis to ensure consistency

and quality of service. It also develops new products and services, such as

the new chip card programs. These functions allow member financial

institutions to provide their customers with a convenient, low-cost means

of completing very high volumes of transactions globally.

Product Line Overview

Visa's diverse product line includes credit and debit cards, travelers

checks. Visa stored value cards, corporate and business cards, as well as

new, state of the art products such as our online products and services,

and the Visa global ATM network with nearly 345,000 ATMs in 114

countries. Visa itself does not offer cards or financial services directly to
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consumers and merchants. Individual members fulfill that role. Each

Visa member determines the terms, such as fees and annual percentage

rates that it will offer its customers. This structure encourages

competition among Members and with other payment programs. The Visa

brand, the familiar Blue, White and Gold flag, is one of the most

recognized and preferred brands worldwide. Nearly 600 million cards

carry the Visa brand or one of its acceptance marks such as Visa

Interlink or Visa Electron.

More than 14 million locations accept Visa cards. Consumers using Visa

products purchased more than $1 trillion in goods and services in the 12

months ending March 1997. Visa's products and services, including Visa

Classic card, Visa Gold card. Visa debit cards, Visa commercial cards and

the Visa global ATM network are available in more than 240 countries

and territories.

Visa Smart Cards and VisaCash

Visa is a prominent vendor in the area of chip cards; member banks

around the world have issued more than 20 million smart cards.

Significant milestones include:

• January 1978 - Visa Travelers Check approved. Expanding the

payment services business beyond credit cards, development begins

on the worldwide Visa Travelers Check program.

• May 1981 - Visa premium card approved. The first Visa premium card

product, eventually known as Visa Gold (also called "Premier" in some

regions) begins development.

• September 1981 - Worldwide ATM service approved. The development

of an international ATM disbursement service begins.

• May 1986 - Olympic sponsorship approved. Visa's worldwide

sponsorship of the Olympic Games begins.

• November 1987 - PLUS Mark acquisition approved. The Plus System

mark is adopted as Visa's ATM-only mark worldwide.

• June 1992 - Chip technology endorsed. Chip cards are endorsed as a

payment service option, setting the stage for the most significant

change to the payment card industry since the introduction of the

magnetic stripe.

• March 1994 - Interlink acquired. The acquisition of Interlink

establishes Visa's worldwide on-line, PlN-based service.
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• June 1996 - Visa Cash introduced. The chip-based stored value card is

rolled out at the 1996 Olympic Summer Games in Atlanta.

• July 1996 - First Chinese international payment card. For the first

time, consumers in China can use their Visa credit cards to make
purchases and withdraw local currency from ATMs when they travel

outside of China.

• January 1997 - First SET Certificates issued. Visa, IBM, and

VeriSign issue First Visa-branded SET Digital Certificates over the

Internet . ; : ;

• March 1997 - Partner Program announced. Visa announces global

strategy for multiple function, smart card applications to allow

Member banks to migrate easily from magnetic stripe cards to chip

cards. -

• April 1997 - First Visa SET transaction. The first SET transaction

takes place in Singapore and is followed later in the day by a similar

transaction in Taiwan. A Citibank Visa card in Taiwan was used to

purchase items from the same Singapore retailer, the world's first

cross-border Visa transaction using SET technology from different

manufacturers.

• August 1997 - Largest SET pilot underway. The Pan-European secure

electronic commerce pilot gets underway, which is the world's largest

pilot for secure electronic commerce using the SET standard and

involving 38 Visa Members in 16 European countries.

Recent Developments

In Marchl997, Visa revealed its strategy for enabling member financial

institutions to move traditional credit, debit and stored value products to

a flexible multi-function chip-based platform.

Visa is playing a role in the development of industry standards such as

the Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) protocol. By utilizing a

combination of encryption, digital certificates and digital signatures, SET
is expected to become an integral part of the way consumers transact

business over the Internet.

Visa Cash Card

The Visa Cash Card makes possible an alternative payment method for

traditional small ticket cash transactions. The card contains a

microprocessor with an "electronic purse" that stores actual cash value.
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Each time the card is used for a purchase the dollar amount is

automatically deducted from the chip. The "smart card" microprocessor

technology that the card utilizes permits consumers to reload monetary

value onto the card at ATMs, Card Dispensing Machine (CDM) locations,

and screen phones.

Visa Cash Cards can be used as payment for fast food, vending machines,

parking meters, public transportation, gasoline, convenience stores, as

well as a host of other small purchase applications. It is accepted at any

location displaying the Visa Cash logo. Future applications that will

utilize smart card technology include home banking, electronic ticketing,

electronic loyalty and couponing programs.

• There are currently several companies being authorized for

distribution of these cards. By year-end 1996, Visa offered stored

value products in all of its six regions. The regions included Canada,

the U.S.A., Latin America, Asia-Pacific, the European Union and

Central Europe/Middle East/Africa. Participating companies included:

KARS Unlimited; Wachovia Bank; First Union Bank; Scotiabank;

Toronto Dominion Bank; Vancouver City Savings Credit Union; Les

caisses Desjardins.

Smart Card Trials Underway

CANADIAN TRIALS--Visa Canada today launched Canadian market

trials of VISA Cash, a chip-based stored value card, in Toronto,

Vancouver and in the province of Quebec. Les caisses Desjardins,

Scotiabank, Toronto Dominion Bank, and Vancouver City Savings Credit

Union will participate in the project designed to establish VISA Cash as a

significant player in Canada's $75 billion stored value market for

consumer purchases of $10 or less.

• During the market trials, Les caisses Desjardins, Scotiabank, Toronto

Dominion Bank, and Vancouver City Savings Credit Union, will issue

a limited number of pre-paid VISA Cash cards for use at retail outlets

of selected service providers in Toronto, Vancouver and in the

province of Quebec. Targeted merchants will include fast food and

coffee outlets, cafeterias, transit, convenience stores, and news

stands.

• The trial of this new technology will begin with employee in-house

testing and is expected to expand during the Spring of 1996, when
cards will be offered for use at a broader range of retail and business

outlets. VISA Cash is initially being offered as a pre-paid disposable

card during the trial period. In the future, it will be available as a
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reloadable feature on existing Visa credit cards and/or ABM cards.

VISA Cash will be reloadable at ABMs. It is estimated that

approximately 15 billion purchases are made annually in Canada for

products and services under $10.

• Consumer research indicates that stored value cards would be readily

accepted in this market. The Canadian consumer card market is one

of the most developed in the world with 72 percent of adults 18 and

over carr3dng a credit card. Seventy-eight percent of credit card

holders in Canada have at least one Visa card. Visa cards were used

to make almost 10 percent of all consumer purchases in Canada in

1994. The introduction of \TSA Cash to the Canadian market will

parallel similar introductions in other Visa regions worldwide over

the coming year. By the end of 1996, Visa expects to be offering stored

value products in all of its six regions. The regions include Canada,

the U.S.A., Latin x\merica, Asia-Pacific, the European Union and

Central Europe/Middle East/Africa.

AMERICAN TRIALS- First Union Bank's VISA Cash works just like

an electronic wallet, with the dollar value incorporated into a computer

chip embedded in the card. Consumers purchase a First Union VISA
Cash Card in $10, $20, $50, or $100 denominations at any metropohtan

Atlanta First Union Branch or special Card Dispensing Machines

displaying the First Union VISA Cash logo. First Union launched the

1995 Inaugural Series VISA Cash Cards. Hundreds of thousands of

transactions were made before, during, and after the Olympic games at

more than 1,350 Atlanta locations.

• NationsBank also launched its first product, a $20 disposable card.

NationsBank expects its Olympic cards to number close to a million

pieces. SunTrust and Visa USA announced Tuesday plans to

implement a 'Visa Cash' card program in Celebration, Florida, in IQ

1998. Designed and developed by the Walt Disney Company,

Celebration is a new town that, when completed, may have up to

8,000 residences. Celebration will initially feature disposable and

stand-alone re-loadable Visa Cash cards, with Visa check card

functionality to be introduced later in 1998. Over time, plans are to

increase the functionality and value of the cards by combining

payment functions and adding features such as medical record

storage, digitized photos, Celebration merchant loyalty programs and

card key access.
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Other Global Smart Cards Of Interest to U.S. Banks

3. PROTON

The "Proton" smart card originated in Belgium where Banksys developed

it. In Australia, it is marketed as "Quicklink."

• The Proton smart card started out in Newcastle (New South Wales)

with 20,000 cards and 500 terminals. National expansion throughout

Australia is under way. The Quicklink will be launched later in New
Zealand and Hong Kong. ERG, the Australian company which

launched the QuickLink purse based on Proton technology in

Australia, is also at the source of another application : payment of

public transport tickets through "Contactless" technology (payment is

made simply by passing the card in front of a terminal).In March
1997, ERG created a joint subsidiary with Banksys which aims at

integrating the contact and contactless functioning modes on just one

smart card.

• A joint project between Quicklink, Coca-Cola and the New South

Wales Department of Corrective Services was started up at Cessnock

Jail in December 1997. This project involved placing in the jail Coca-

Cola vending machines that only accept payment via the card.

A Multi-Use Card For AMERICAN EXPRESS

AMERICAN EXPRESS is going to set up multiple pilot sites in 1997

using the Banksys technology of the Proton smart card. It will allow

American Express customers to use many services more easily by offering

substitutes to cash and to Travelers Checks, while offering top-quality

financial and travel services.

In the future, American Express intends to develop new applications

using the multidimensional technology of the Proton card. A first pilot

has been recently started with the US Marine corps, combining

administrative, military and payment functions.

Recent Developments

Belgacom, Banksys and the banking world have signed a cooperation

agreement that involves the use of the Proton smart card. This

agreement is of particular interest to consumers since it provides a non-

negligible added value to the Proton electronic payment card and greatly

facilitates the use of telecommunications services.
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• The cooperation agreement concluded between Belgacom and the

banking world stipulates that the cards combining the Proton and

Bancontact/Mister Cash functions as well as the Proton payment
cards can be used in Belgacom's new telephone booths. The cards can

be used to pay for telephone calls and can also be recharged at the

telephone booths. Proton allows customers to pay for small purchases

in numerous shops and at automatic distributors that are equipped

with smart card scanners.

• The Belgacom Calling Card function (previously known as the Axis

Calling Card) can also be incorporated in the Proton card. This

function allows the user to telephone anywhere, either in Belgium or

abroad, requesting that calls be subsequently charged to his Axis

account.

• In order to identify these new^ possibilities offered by Belgacom and

the banking world, the Belgacom logo will be indicated on the back of

the Proton smart card or the card combining the Proton and

Bancontact/Mister Cash functions. By combining these various

services offered by Belgacom and the banking world on one smart

card, the number of cards which consumers have to carry around in

their wallet will be significantly reduced.

• The pilot phase for installing new phones accepting the Proton card in

public telephone booths will take place from June to August 1997.

Starting in September, Belgacom will begin installing Proton-

equipped telephone booths with a goal of 10,000 booths installed by

June 1998.

• A second agreement reached between Belgacom, Banksys and the

banking world involves the marketing by Belgacom of a "smart" phone

terminal developed by Banksys. In cooperation with the banking

sector, Belgacom plans to market a new smart phone developed by

Banksys, which has considerable experience in this area. It is

equipped with a screen and a simplified alphanumeric keyboard as

well as a smart card scanner. With this new smart phone, customers

will enjoy a wide range of new services available from home:

telephone services (caller ID, line search for numbers in the white

page database), banking services (phone banking transactions in a

user-friendly and secure environment) and business services (home

shopping or payments by phone). It will also allow recharging Proton

cards at home. The pilot phase started at the beginning of June 1997

with phone terminals delivered by Banksys. The marketing phase

began at the beginning of 1998.
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Proton Card Methods of Usage

For consumer purchases-ln retail outlets or local shops (newsagents,

snack bars, the baker's, butcher's and greengrocer's stores, pharmacies,

etc.), in gas station shops, in the community (schools, hospitals,

administrations, companies; at restaurants, in drinks dispensers, etc.), in

ticket machines and car parks, on public transport, in telephone booths,

wherever there are vending machines for newspapers, drinks and sweets,

photocopying machines, etc.

By means of the smart telephone or the Internet—A card reader connected

to a PC, payments can be made via the Internet.

Proton as a social security core?--During the course of 1998, the Belgian

mutual health insurance companies will send out a smart card on which

all the necessary data for treatment and the repayment of health care

will appear. The C-ZAM terminals delivered by Banksys will read this

new social security card. In this way, mutual health insurance

companies, doctors, hospitals, pharmacies, etc. will be able to use just one

unit (the C-ZAM terminal) for a variety of functions : reading the social

security card, payment or refund. Proton and all Bancontact/Mister Cash

applications.

Proton as a regular customer discount card--Pi\i consumer purchases are

automatically recorded and discounts, points and other bonus systems

are entered without error. For shopkeepers, this is much easier to

manage.

Proton as an access card for buildings--For the staff of a company. Proton

can also be used as an access card for the offices or car parks, for

example. Banksys staff has already been using the Proton card for this

application for three years.

Proton without contact--Faying on pubhc transport just by passing one's

card in front of a reader (i.e. without inserting it into the reader) will

soon be possible, thanks to "contactless" technology.

12. CARTAO INTELIGENTE

Proton was launched in Brazil at the Oktoberfest in Blumenau, during

which users received a card that can be reloaded in exchange for cash. A
second project was launched in Rio de Janeiro via the Barra Shopping

Centers, a Latin-American chain with 540 stores. Pilot tests also took

place in Providencia. Due to the inflation rate in Brazil, quick financial

transfers are imperative. Mitel, the Brazilian operator, will introduce a
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Proton EMV Card permitting multi-applications (i.e. regular customer

discount bonus, luncheon voucher or medical insurance and salary card).

13. EXACT

A pilot phase started in Kingston, Ontario, Canada, at the end of 1996, on

the initiative of the Bank of Montreal and the Toronto-Dominion Bank.

14. SUPERCARD

A Proton Village was installed in Chile showing an example of the Proton

terminals available. These included fixed and portable payment
terminals, indoor and outdoor load devices, various types of vending

machines (for soft drinks, snacks, and coffee) and a Proton-operated

payphone. The village also includes a C-ZAM/PC terminal for payment
via the Internet and a security access application.

15. CHIPKNIP

After a positive pilot phase in Arnhem, the Netherlands (60,000 cards

and 1,250 terminals), national expansion has been under way since

October 1996. By mid- 1997, the country had 4 milhon cards and 50.000

terminals).Unhke the case in Belgium, all Dutch cards are self-loading.

They can be loaded directly at banking terminals. A loading terminal

(Outdoor Load Device) has been developed by Banksys especially for this

purpose.

16. CASH

In Sweden in November 1996, the banks Sparbanken, Nordbanken and

SE Banken, which represent 90% of the Swedish retail banking market,

launched the electronic purse called "Cash" in the towns of Uppsala (the

oldest university town in Scandinavia, with 27,000 students and 130,000

inhabitants) and in Halmstad, with a population of 50,000.

Switzerland initially developed intra-bank "Cash" sites with the goal of

developing a card combining a purse and a eurocheque debit card. Since

February 1997, the city of Lausanne has decided to equip all its parking

meters w4th the Cash system based on the Proton technologJ^ By mid-

1997, the country already had 2 milhon cards and 7,523 terminals.
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P ^
Security Issues Related to Digital Money Products

The key security element for digital money products demanded by banks

is data encryption in order to assure transaction security. Following are

some essential characteristics of all encrypted systems used for (or

projected for) these products.

Encryption is the process of reformatting a message in such a way as to

hide its essential characteristics, a process of creating a parallel form of

the message.. Encryption is not merely essential to creating a secure

environment for digital money; it is essential to creating digital money
that is viable in the marketplace.

• For example, if a sender were an ATM machine that wanted to send a

sensitive message containing a customer's PIN number to a second

party, such as the customer's home bank, the ATM machine needs a

way to make sure that no third-party can intercept or affect the

message. In particular, no one should be able to read or modify the

message, or even substitute another message in its place. For these

reasons, ATM machines must use encryption to protect the message.

• The ATM machine encrypts its message using a key.

• The key is a set of rules for substituting one character for another, or

on a computer, a key can be a special string of characters that is

combined with the message by multiplying some set of mathematical

steps (an algorithm). By processing the message with the key, it is

effectively protected from interception, reading or substitution by

unauthorized parties. Should such a effort be made, it would be

rewarded with a meaningless series of numbers or symbols.

• The unencrypted message is called the plaintext, but once encrypted,

it is called a ciphertext. The ATM machine sends the ciphertext of a

PIN number and a customer's request for cash to his or her bank. Yet,

encryption is only part of the security process: the second half consists

of turning ciphertext back into plaintext, which is called decryption.

The bank decrypts the message containing the customer's PIN
number.

Encryption systems are often referred to as "strong" or "weak." The

strength of an encryption system can be expressed in five basic

principles. Any truly secure encryption system must embody all of
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these principles: identification; authentication; nonrepudiation;

verification; privacy.

Identification

Identification in cryptography is the process of verifying that the sender

of a message truly is who he or she identifies himself or herself to be. In

public key systems, digital certificates provide identification.

One of the most common ways to fulfill the need for identification is by

requiring a password or a PIN number. Traditionally, passwords or PINs

are secret items of knowledge known only to the individual in question.

SteaUng the list of one-way function values stored in the bank's computer

is useless because the one-way function cannot be reversed to recover the

actual PIN numbers.

Authentication

Authentication is the process of verifying the true sender of a ciphertext

and verifying that the text of the message itself has not been altered. In

public key systems, authentication requires digital signatures.

[Identification, in contrast, requires digital certificates, which verifies

the credentials of the sender, not just listing his or her name.]

To perform authentication, the pubhc key is applied to decrypt a

message, which presumably has been encrypted with the private key. If

authentication fails, it is impossible to tell whether the sender is

illegitimate or the message has been altered. Since the public exponent of

a key pair is usually much smaller than the private exponent,

authentication is much faster than encryption. Conveniently enough, a

document usually is signed only once, but it may be verified many times

in the course of Internet commerce.

Digital signatures are self-authenticating: that is, if a single byte of the

digitally signed message has been altered, the decryption process will

reveal that alteration. For example, in the RSA protocol the message is

retrieved twice: once from the decrypted digital signature and again by

recomputing it directly from the input data. If the two messages don't

match, the text has been altered.

Verification

Verification is defined as the ability to positively identify and

authenticate a particular encrypted communication. Both must be true

before a message can be considered entirely trustworthy.
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Nonrepudiation

Nonrepudiation is the quality of a secure system that prevents anyone

from denying that he or she sent certain files or data, when in fact it was
done. To achieve non-repudiation requires a fault tolerant

communications system. The equivalent in U.S. Postal mail would be to

send a letter Certified, Return Receipt Requested.

Privacy

Privacy is the ability of an encryption system to shield communications

from prying eyes effectively. In general, strong encryption systems (those

with longer keys) provide more privacy than weak cryptosystems.

For additional details see Digital Money by Daniel C. Lynch and Leslie

Lundquist, published by Jotin Wiley & Sons, 1996.
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